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ABSTRÃCT

This thesis examines the ideological messages that \dere

given to women in early twentieth century canada. rt focuses

on the unprecedented amount of attention that was paid to

women's roles and specifically on the changes in the concept

of motherhood,

The changing concept of motheîhood is grounded in the

political economy of the rapid social change which accompanied

the consolidation of industrial capitalism in Canada. The

sociaL and economic changes caused by industrial capitalism

resul-ted in a number of side effects that appeared to be

detrimental- to the continued success of the new economic

system, These included growing labour unrest I falling

fertility rates among native-born Canadians, and a diversity

of val-ues resulting from a large wave of immigration between

1900 and 1914.

The concern for the future of the social order was

heightened by the high fertility rate of the immigrant

families and the falling fertility rate of Anglo-Saxons,
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particularly among the middle and upper classes and

precipitated the notion of 'race suicide,, or the fear that
the 'better' classes would be outnumbered by the offspring of

the'inferior' cl-asses.

Because the problem of a fall-ing fertility rate among

Anglo-Saxons was located in what was traditionally seen as

women's sphere (reproduction), women,s entry into to the

workforce became the target of reformers and the state. The

state responded by implementing reforms that del-ineated

women's role as reproducers. However, while these reforms

dírectly affected working cl-ass women, they had considerably

less impact on middl-e class women, who had entered the public

sphere out of choice rather than necessity. Therefore, the

specific focus of this study is the ideological messages that
were given to middle class women in an attempt to ensure that
women remain within their patriarchal role as nurturers at a

time when both structural and ideological changes had resulted

in their increasing entry into the public sphere. The

conclusion is drawn that ideoÌogy facilitated their continued

acceptance of not only a nurturing role but also of a sharp

demarcation between the pubJ-ic and prj-vate spheres.
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Chapter I
I NTRODUCTION

Thisthesisfocusesontheimportanceofincludj-ngideology
in the study of soclal change. It is predicated on the

assumption that a study of social change requires an

understanding of not only structural changes and state

actions but aLso of the ideological messages that surrounded

them.

The changes brought about by industrial capitalism in

the Iate nineteenth century resulted in a transformation in

the role of the family and its members ' These changes ' as

well as others that were brought about by changes in the

economyf resulted in a l-owering of the birth rate of native-

born Canadians. The inmediate soLution to the ensuing

problem of an inadequate population base was for the state

to implement a policy that opened the doors to a massive

wave of j-mmigration. However' the perceived economic and

political problems caused by a diversity in values led to

concernsforthefutureofthesocialorder.Theseconcerns
were heightened by the high fertility rate of the irnmigrant

famil-ies and the falling fertility rate of AngIo-Saxons'

particularly among the middle and upper classes'
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The way in whj-ch the social and economic problems of

this era were defined and their suggested solution
j-Ilustrate one way in which race, class, and gender

interacted in late nineteenth and early twentieth century

Canada. Although many of the problems such as poverty,

disease, and growing labour unrest were the result of the

expfoitative nature of capitalism, they were portrayed as

the fault of the 'inferior' classes. The concept of 'race

suicide', or the fear that the 'better' classes woul-d be

outnumbered by the offspring of the 'inferior' classes,

shifted the focus away from structural problems. Although

the falling fertility rate was also the direct result of

structural- changes, the responsÍbility for al-Ieviating the

'problem' of race suicide, which involved the reproduction

of sufficient numbers of Anglo-Saxon children, was given to

women.

Because the problem of a falling fertllity rate was

Iocated in h'hat was traditionally seen as women's sphere

(reproduction ), the changj-ng rol-es of women became the

target of ref orrners and the state. The state responded by

implementing reforms that were intended to ensure the future

reproduction of children. However, while such reforms as

factory Iegislation, welfare initiatives and changes in

family Iaw directly affected working cl-ass women, they had

considerabl-y less impact on middle class women.
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The specj-fic focus of this study is the attempt to

regulate reproduction in middle class women. The conclusion

is drawn that the perceived means for accomplíshing this

task invofved the use of ideological controls. The source

from which these ideological messages are drawn is the

media: specifically periodicals of the era.

The theoretical framework that I have chosen for this

study is socialist feminj-sm. There are several reasons for

thÍs. The first is that this framework has assigned

particufar importance to the reproductive sphere in class

societÍes. Secondfy, as a result of sociafist feminism's

sensitivity to class as well as gender, it allows for the

analysis of middle class women's experiences as being

different from those of working cfass women. Thirdly' while

socialist feminists have been traditionally sensitive to

class and gender issues' they have recently singled out race

as a dimension in the analysis that requires further study.

and finally, because this theoretical framework uses an

historical materialist method of analysis, it is sensitive

to contradíctions in society that affecled and were affected

by women's changing roles. As the ideological messages

within the mass media show the influence of patriarchy as

well as race and class inequality, attention is paid to the

articul-ation of these particular ideologies.



Chapter rI
SOCIALIST FEMINIST THEORY

2.T INTRODUCTION

AÌthough various theoretical strategies have been

pursued among social-ist feminists, I have explicated one

theme of socialist feminism, which is an attempt to clarify

the nature of the relationship between production and

reproduction.l As socialist feminism derives from a

Marxist theoretical- perspective, sociaJ-ist feminists

subscribe to the Marxian concept of base and superstructure.

According to the Marxist model, however, the mode of

production afone constitutes the base and all other el-ements

of social Iife including reproduction are ín the

superstructure. Thus there is a l-inear relationship between

production and reproduction with changes in production

1. UrseI defines reproduction as the physical and social
production of human beings which involves the following
proces ses ¡- (1) procreation, (2) daily maintenance, and

(3) socialization. The reLations of
reproduction are the social and psychological
relations of people involved in the above
processes which are shaped and determined by
the existing sex-gender system in interaction
with the dominant mode of production
( 198{:265 ) .
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determining reproduction. While a number of feminist

scholars such as MitchelÌ (1975) and Hamilton (1978) and

DaIla costa (1972) support the Marxist model which gives

conceptual primacy to economic relations, an alternate view

taken by socialist feminists assigns more significance to

reproduction and locates it in the base of society along

with production. For socialist feminists, the f l-aw in

Marx's analysis is the failure to recognize that

reproduction is equally necessary to production for society.

Not only must individuals .Iabour to produce clothing,

shel-ter and food, but they must al-so procreate and care for

future human beings to repl-ace the existing population.

Thusf Burstyn (1983), Eisenstein (1979, 1981), and Ursel

(1984, 1986) argue that there is a dynamic interplay beth'een

production and reproduction, fn other words, the

rel-ationship between production and reproduction is not

Iinear, as traditional Marxist thought suggests, but is

rather reciprocal.
To date, the most comprehensive analysis of the

refationship between production and reproduction has been

done by Jane Ursel- (1984,1986), who places emphasis upon the

co-determinative character of the two modes l

Any given productive capacity is itself determined
by the pre-existent demographic composition
(labour supply) of the community which, in turn,
ís a product of prior interactions between
productive and reproductive modes. Thus the
relation between production and reproduction is
cyclical or dial-ectical rather than linear or
parallel (I984t270),
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Due to the nature of the interaction and

codetermination of the two modes, then, any significant

change in production or reproduction within a society wiII

ínvariably affect the other. The problem, however, is that

while the impact of production on reproduction is

immediately obvious, the impact of reproduction on

production is not immediately apparent and therefore the

effect of reproduction has been accorded Iess influence.

There are two reasons for this: the often indirect effect of

reproduc!ion (such as an increase in immigration) and the

del-ayed effect of reproduction (ie. that it takes almost two

d.ecades for babies to grow old enough to enter the work

force ) .

Ursel- posits that the interdependent relationship

between the dominant (productive) and the subordinate

(reproductive) modes l-ead to contradiction, struggle and

change. Her analysis is based on the assumption that all

societies must attempt to mediate a balance bet\'/een

production and reproduction. In other words, just as the

state must mediate other contradictions in capitalism, it is

the mediator of contradictions between the productj-ve and

reproductíve spheres ' In this mode1, while the power of

class struggle is acknowledged, gender is incorporated into

a materialist analysis as a source of confl-ict, struggle and

change.
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Another assumption of socialist feminism is that

reproduction is socially organized and controlled by means

of patriarchy. according to socialist feminists, the

political subordination of reproduction is a necessary

condition in class societies, particularly because the state

cannot legislate procreation. To this end, women's labour,

both productive and reproductive, is controlled'

Eisenstein (1990) argues that the sex/class division

has varied historically with changes in economic

organization. She states that patriarchy, which preceded

capitalism, derived from the ideological and political

interpretations of biological difference' In other words,

men have politically used the fact that women are the

reproducers of humanity. However, the material conditions

define necessary ideologies. She states that,

...historical materiali-sm is not defined i-n terms
of the relations of production without
understanding its connection to the series of
relations lhãt arise from woman's sexual-ity, which
are tied to the relations of reproduction' And
the ideological formulations of these reLations
are key here ( J.9 9 1- : 13 2 ) .

Ej-senstein distinguishes between'farnilial

patrÍarchy', or the "hierarchical sexual organization for

the reproduction of sex-gender as it exists in the famiJ-y",

and 'sociaL patriarchy' which is the "organization of sex-

gender as j-t exists throughout the society understood as a

totality" (l-980:44). Ursel takes this analysis furlher and



suggests three distinctive modes of reproduction which have

progressed historically:

These are (a) communal patriarchy, which
corresponds with pre-class, kin-based social-
systems; (b) familial patriarchy, which
corresponds with c las s - structured social systems
characterized by decentralized processes of
productioni and (c) social patriarchy' which
corresponds to advanced wage labour systems
(1986 31s4 ) .

The operation of patriarchy in different historic modes

of production is a key to understanding the means by which

reproduction is controll-ed. In a familial Patriarchal mode,

the patriarch controls both product.ive and reproductive

labour and thus control over reproduction takes place at the

household Leve1. In this mode, because the family is the

productive unit, more chiLdren translate into greater

potent.ial for production' Hence there is a logical bal-ance

between production and reproduction. Therefore, one

characteristic of familiat patriarchy is its pro-natafist

dynamic .

social patriarchy is marked by the intrusion of the

state into the family. ft can be distinguished from f a¡nil-ial

patriarchy by the fact that the individual patriarch no

l-onger has fulI controf over production' With the advent of

wage Iabour, there was increasing cenlralj-zation of control

of the productive process, with access to resources

dominated by the empJ-oyer on the one hand and the state on

the other. As the family no longer worked as a unit but

rather worked individualty for wages, the patriarch' as head
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of the family, l-ost some neasure of control over individual

fanily members. As children no longer earned their keep in

the family enterprise, large families r'¡ere no longer

economically viable. Thus one characteristic of social

patriarchy is its anti-natalíst dynamic.

The maintenance of social patriarchy is not confined to

concrete actions such as legislation or welfare services. It

is also maintained through ideology which is manifest .in

institutions that are somewhat removed from state control

such as the media, the arts, and religion. Whife the

ideological support of patriarchy is acknowledged as

critical in these institutions, mo=t research has

concentrated on the material restrictions to women's options

and support for the patriarchal family such as the social

wage and selective protection of female labour, or

repress j-ve laws such as abort.ion Ìaws and the

criminalization of birth control devices.

This research wifl depart from this analysj-s in two

ways. First, while the above analysis focuses for the most

part on the working class, this analysis focuses on the

maintenance of patriarchy and the problem of anti-natalism

in the middLe class. Second, where the above analysis

focuses on the material- restrictions to women's options,

this study focuses instead on the ideological support of

patriarchy,
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2.2 IDEOLOGY

In recent years I the issues of ideology and

consciousness have come to the forefront of both Marxist and

feminist theories of social change. Although the Marxist

modef concentrates on class consciousness, while feminists

have focused on gender consciousness' they share a number of

fundamental assumptions; specificalty in terms of explaining

the process of sustaining asl¡nmetrical relations of power.

Both feminist and Marxist theories focus on the social- and

historical processes that generate, suslain, and potentially

alter ideology and consciousness (Morgen,1990). when

traditj-onal Marxists theorists have'examined ideology,

however, they have focused on how relations of production

shape institutions that promote and reenforce ideology.

Feminists have attempted to explore other avenues in order

to broaden their analysis of the ways ín which ideology

operates.

2 .2.1 Conceptual i z at ion

The term 'ideology" as many analysts have viewed i!,

encompasses the facts, beliefs, and values which justify a

social- order or pronote the interests of particular social

groups. HalI states that, "whatever else it signals, the

concept of ideoTogy makes a direct reference to the ro.le of

ideas, It afso entails the proposition that ideas are not

self-suffj-cient, that their roots lie elsewhere.. "

(1980:10).
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It is wideÌy agreed that the notion of ideology' has

given rise to more conceptual difficulties than almost any

other term in the social sciences. The term 'ideol-ogy' is

used in two fundamentally different v¡ays: A neutraf

conception of ideology defines it as 'systems of thought, or

belief which pertain to social action or political projects

(Thompson, 7984.4 ) . A1ternately, a critical conception of

ideology Links it to the process of sustaining asymmetrical

refations of power.

The position taken in this research adopls the second

concept. one difficufty that arises from this conception,

however, is that some theorists have defined this as false

consciousness. As Abercrombie notes, this is often confused

with the problem of the rationality with which those beliefs

are he1d. The definition which will be employed here concurs

r,rith Abercrombie's definition which sees ideology as "sets

of practices, or 'real-' social relatj-ons, which are

necessary to the functioning of class societies, but which

nevertheless conceal the nature of such societies from hurnan

subjects" (1980:189),

Billington states that, "ideology operates as a

component of other structural arrangements which control and

constrain subordinate groups, among them women" (1983:664).

I^lhile historically women have not constituted a social

cÌass, they have been and are a subordinate group. In this
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ASstudy, ideology will be discussed as it applied to gender

we.I l- as cf ass.

As much of the conceptual framework of this research is

predicated on the insights of both Gramsci and Althusser, I

will brlefly review their theoretical- positions. I wiLl then

discuss feminists' incorporations of their insights into

studies of ideology.

Gramsci breaks with the traditionaf conception which

sees ideology as either a simpJ-e ref l-ection of relations at

the economic level and emphasizes the primacy of an ideo-

logical superstructure. For Gramsci, the superstructure, in

the form of ideology and its poJ-itical expression, is the

focus of analysis. He emphasizes the primacy of civil

society (consensus ) over political society (force). civil

society, which is made up of 'private' institutions such as

the church, trade unions and the media, is the site of the

engineering of consent of the dominated classes' while the

state, which is made up of public institutions like the

government, courts, police and the army, represents the

apparatus of repression, Gramsci's key concept is that of

hegemony, which may be defined as "the rneans by which the

dominant class uses its political , moraI, and intellectual

leadership to shape the interests of the subordinate group"

(carnoy, 1984:70). Although the subordinate classes appear

to accept the ideology of the dominant culture, cramsci does

not suggest that subordinate classes have a uniform con-
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sciousness imposed on them by dominant classes. Rather, his

concern with ideology and politics ls connected with an

emphasis on the creative possibilities of the individuaL as

against a determining social structure. That is, while

individuafs are seen as innovalors in history, their choices

are conditioned by the specific historical context in which

they exist. Since the initiative of individuals must be

taken into account, both pol-itics and ideology are seen as

relatively autonomous practices.

For Gramsci, ideology is transmitted via 'intellectual
and moral leadership' (even though he saw all individuals as

intellectuafs in that each individuäl works out some

conception of the world), Intellectual-s are of two types:

Traditional intellectuals are professionafs \^¡hose positlon

in society appears to be 'classless', but in fact conceals

an altachment to various class formation. organic

intellectuals are from a particular class who function to

build the hegemony of that class (HaI1 et aI, 1980:48). "411

men (sic) are inteffectuals, one could therefore say", but

not aII men (sic) have in society the function of

intelfectuals" (Gramscí,I97I p.9). The category of the

'inteLlectual' enables Gramsci to analyze the organisation

and production of ideology as a specific practj-ce that is

not reducibl-e to the classes to which the intellectuals are

Iinked.
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Althusser (1970) also rejects economic deterrninism and

argues for the refative autonomy of ideology from the

economic base. He dislikes the base-supers tructure metaphor,

which for him has too much of the notion of a determinant

base. Society for Al-thusser is made up of levels that have

their own specific power to determine one anothêr. In other

words, the social whole is a totality of instances,

relatively interdependent and refatively autonomous.

Therefore it is not possible to consider any one instance in

isol-ation from the rest. The economy is not pure, as Marx

suggests, but rather is affected by political and

ideological structures which are not separable from the

economy: "Relations of production presuppose the existence

of a legal-political and ideological superstructure as a

condition of their peculiar existence" (1970:177)' Thus the

rel-ation between base and superstructures is not one where

the superstructures are reflexes of the economic base.

Rather, the superstructures can be seen as the necessary

conditions of existence of the economic base. while the

rel-ation is one of reciprocal determination, however' there

is an unevenness in the determination due to the fact that

in the last instance it is governed by the economy.

Although the economy is 'determinant'r this does not mean

that everything is determined by the economy. Rather' it

establishes which other structure is !o be 'dominant'.

(Abercrombie, 1980¡21; Mclennan, Molin and Peters,1980:79).
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The distinguishing feature of every social formation is

to be found in the parlicular unity of the leve1s which

compose it--the economic base and the political and

ideological superstructures . The unity which they form is

based on a hierarchical- relationship between the levefs in

which the economic 'determines ín the last instance' the

political and ideologicaf fevels ' Thus the political and

ideological levels have a relative autonomy with respect to

the economic base.

Althusser emphasizes that evèry economic system must

make provision for j-ts own reproduction over time. This

invol-ves the reproduction of both the relations of

production and the productive forces. The reproduction of

the latter involves the reproduction of labour power.

However, the reproduction of a satisfactory labour force

requires the transmiss.ion of an ideology compatible vrith

that of the dominant class: "The reproduction of labour

power requires not only a reproduction of its skills, but

also, at the same time, a reproduction of its submission to

the rules of the estabfished order, i.e. a reproduction of

submission to the ruling ídeology for the workers, and a

reproduction of the ability to manipulate the ruling

ideology correctly for the agents of exploitation and

repression, so that they, too, wiII provide for the

domination of the ruting class "in words" (1977 2L27 1,
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The economic base not onfy produces goods ' but it also

produces social rel-ations' These relations are played out in

civil society ivhere they become autonomous cultural forms'

The state attempts to control these cultural forms by

prescribing acceptable outlines of 'comInon sense" Only when

necessary will the state resort to its coercive powers' The

reproduction of the relations of reproduction is secured by

the Ideological State Apparatus which are composed of the

church, schools, family, the legal system' political

parties, trade unions and communications networks' These

contain both repressive and ideological elements'

For Afthusser, ideology is not'a distorted

representation of real relations but rather a real relation

itself, namely the relation through which human beings Iive

the relation to their world' He suggests that individual-s

are constructed and reproduced in ideology. .'Ideofogy, then,

is the expression of the relation between men (sic) and

their worl-d' that is the (overdetermined ) unity of the real

relation and the imaginary relation between them and their

conditions of existence" ( 19 6 9 : pp ' 2 3 3 - 2 3 4 in Mcl,eflan et aI'

1980:85). AJ-thusser recognizes the autonomous characteristic

of ideology when he states that, " .''they have sufficient of

their own consistency to survive beyond their immediate life

context, even to recreate' to 'secrete' substitute

conditions of existence temporarily" ( 1969: 116 ) '
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2.2.2 Feminist studies of ideoloqv

The conception of ideology and the construction of

subjects within and by ideology as outlined by Althusser

forms the theoretical basis for Mitchell's work' Mitchell

hol-ds a similar view to lhat of Althusser with regard to the

nature of the social totality. She stresses the need for a

theory which provides a structural analysis of the ways j-n

which ideology and the cultural construction of sexuality

are rooted not only within consciousness, but afso within

the unconscious (McDonough and Harrison:1978:18 ) ' A number

of feminist theorists have turned to psychoanalytic and

poststructural.ist theories (MitcheIi, 1975; Rubin, 1975¡

Chodorow, 1978; Gil-Iigan, 1982). These theorists have

concentrated on the importance of feelings, Ianguage, and

the role of women as childbearer and childrearer in the

development of women's consciousness (Morgen,1990 
"279| '

Nancy Chodorow, for example, illustrates the ways in which

the relations of mothers to infants produce different types

of subjects. Carol Gillígan (1982) shows how, as a result of

earl-y relationships' women are predisposed to ethical and

moral interpretations that differ from men's' Rosalind

Petchesky, who also attaches particular importance to the

importance of consciousness as it relates to both historical

conditions and c1ass, defines consciousness as a

dynamic process of accommodating the conflicting
iâeologiäs and values imposed by the dominant
culturé and various oppositional cultures on one's
own sense of fel-t need. That sense' in turn,
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grorÄ's out of material and social constraints that
ñay disrupt ideological pro-conceptions rooted in
cl-ãss and life situations and in the
unconsciousness and the body. Consciousness is
thus a series of negotiations back and forth
between ideology, social reality, and desire
(1984:366 ) .

Mary O'Brien sees a clear relation between Gramsci's

notion of civil and political society and the feminist

concern with private and public Life. However' she takes

issue with the absence of gender and reproductive issues in

Gramsci's analysis. "The determinant realm in the production

of patriarchy is nol the mode of production but the 'a

human' reality of biological reproduction. Patr.iarchy is a

set of social relations, I wouLd arEue, grounded in the

process of reproduction" (1986:260). Because Gramsci

collapses the reproduction of labour power into the mode of

production, and thus the particular ideology of male

supremacy into the general category of ideological

reproduction, the ideology surrounding gender issues is

notably absent from his analysis. O'Brien suggests that a

theoretical modeL shouÌd consider superstructures as the

mediation of contradiction from three sources: The first is

the econornic, in which contradiction emerges as class

struggl-e. The second is the reproductive substructure in

which contradiction emerges as gender. The third is the

contradiction beLween these substructures, the contradiction

between individuaf survival and genetic continuity. (or the
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number of children that are produced) as against the

avaifability of resources to feed them'

o'Brien staLes that the notion of hegemony must be

broadened to include gender3 "The question of consent is

broadened from the public realm to the private realm3 not

only why and how a consensual working-c1ass consciousness

develops, but why women consent to the ideology and praclice

of patriarchy" (1986:264). She stresses the need to

understand the social production of popular culture: "One

does not imagine that the state is sending out memos to

songwriters to go back to stoppy lyrics about true romance'

but they are being written" (1986:265)' She sees these as

hegernonic activities which emerge from the reproductive

suLrstructure.

other feminist scholars have contributed considerably

to studies of ideology by including gender in their

analyses. Barrett, for examp]-e, challenges economic

reductíonism and envisions a "fruitful alignment of

interestsbetweenthosewhoseektoraisethequest.ionof
gender and its place in Marxist theory' and those who seek

to chalfenge economism in Marxism, insisting on the

Ímportance of ideological processes" (1980:85)' Barrett and

Mclntosh (1980) attach importance to the historical process

through which economic, cIass, and ideological factors

combine with each other. They hold that, as capitalism

developed, patriarchal relations dovetail-ed with bourgeois
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not.ions of domesticity and fanily to produce the ideology of

the family, which emerged as dominant in capitalist society.

In attempting to expl-ain the extent to which women

themselves have cJ.ung to patriarchal ideology' both Fox

(1988) and Eísenstein (l-984) credit the state with the

promotion of gendered subjectivity. Fox' for example, holds

that,

... the role of the state, in perpetuating the
privatization of certain respons ibif ities and the
ideology of the privatized famiì.y, is also
crucial, as are changes in the organization of
subsistence production which promoted a kind of
pubtic/private separation. In short, conceptions
of male-female differences correspond to those of
the distinction between public. and private and
originate not only in the family's creation of
subjectivity, but also in an ideol-ogy that is
sustained (if not created) by the state"
(1988:176 ) .

As the study of ideology is intended as a study of the

maintenance of structures of subordj-nation, it stands to

reason that the subordination of women must be included. The

Iocation of reproduction in the base of society necessitates

the inclusion of gender in the concept of hegemony. As

o'Brien states,

There can be no real analysis of hegemony unl-ess
it is recognized that cultural- forms are subject
to the articufation of consent of both a ruling
class and a ruJ-ing sex.... History has thto
infrastructures , one concerned with the daily
reproduction of individual-s (economic activity)
and the other concerned with the reproduction of
the species (the birth and sustenance of the new
generation ) ( 1986:264 ) .

This research is predicated on a number of premises

concerning ideology that are based on the above theoretical
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frameworks. Given the importance that socialist feminism

allocates to the co-determination of production and

reproduction within society, the transmission of ideologies

that are intended to maintain a balance between these

dynamics must be taken into account. S.ince one premise of

socialist feminism is that reproduction is socially

control-l-ed by means of patriarchy, a more complete analysis

of ideoì.ogy would include the ways in which patriarchy is

e¡nbedded in state actions as well- as the Ideological State

Apparatus which incfudes lhe media, the Church, and

education.

From Gramsci and Althusser' I have explicated the

notion that although ideology emerges from stresses in the

econo¡nic base, the dominant ideologies are relatively

autonomous. Smucker (1977) suggests that the ability of

dominant groups to remain in authority in liberal societies

ries with thei-r creativity in uniting sl¡nbors of diverse

meanings into new contexts' which' in turn, supports their

own interests. In a study of ideological themes dealing with

the authority of rnanagement he found that ideological themes

did not change with structural changes. Rather, the

authority of the dominant ideology remained, but the manner

in which it was symboJ.ically expressed had been transformed'

Eor Gramscj-, while individuals affect social change,

their choices are conditioned by specific historic

restraints which are both structural and ideological.
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Throughout this analysis, the influence of the ideologies

and sub-ideologies will be shown to affect the framework in

which individuals interpreted reality' The influence of

Gramsci's notion of 'traditional and organic intellectuals'

is evident throughout the anafysis. AIso evident is

Althusser's notion that every society must make provision

for its own reproduction through both reproduction of labour

power and the reproduction of an ideology that is beneficial

to the system.



Chapter III

POTITICAT AND ECONOMIC CHANGES AND THEIR EFFECTS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The late nineteenth century vias a transitional period

in the hlstory of Canada in that it witnessed a major change

in economic structure. Afthough industrial i zat ion began in

Canada in the mid-nineteenth century, it was not until after

the implementation of the National Policy tariff of 1879

that industry developed on a large scale and an industrial

revolution took pl-ace "almost overnight" (Johnson, 1974r28).

Between 1881- and l-891, the number of industrial f ir¡ns in

Toronto more than tripled, the number of workers doubled,

and the amount of capital invested increased two and a half

tj-mes (Palmer, 1983:97 ) . The opening of internationaf

markets and the influx of foreign investment capital led to

the modernization of rnethods of production. However' the

rapid growth of the capitalist economic system resulted in a

number of demographic changes, the side-effects of which

were seen as problematic by an emerging middle class, the

elite, and the state.

One result of this econornic change was a rapid shift in

population to the urban centres as both rural and European

23
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immigrants f l-ocked into the cities looking for employment.

Between 1881 and 1920, Canada's urban population rose from

l.l million (25 per cent of the total population) to 4.3

million (50 per cent) (Keal ey , !97 9: 4 ) . Where at the time of

Confederation, eighty-five percent of Canada's population

stiff lived on farms or in small- commun.ities, by 792L ' over

half of Canada's population l-ived in urban areas (Connelly'

!977 , McLa].en, 1986 ) .

3.2 THE EFFECT OF INDUSTRIALI ZATION ON THE ROLES OF WOMEN

AND CHILDREN

r ndustrial- ization had a considerable effect on the

Iives of both women and children, due to the advent of wage

Iabour and its effect on the role of the family. Prior to

indus trial i zation, Canada was a rural- society, composed

primarily of lower class agrarian families. Commodity

production, other than agricuJ.ture, consisted of smaII

workshops operated by skilled craftsmen. In the areas of

both farming and smalI scale cornmodity production, the

household was the basic unit of economic production.

Children contributed their fabour from the earliest

possibility. women. in addition to caring for children,

worked in such tasks as caring for the livestock, producing

clothing, tending gardens and preparing food for the family

(Johnson, I974), Although sex role differentiation existed,

women's l-abour was important to the survival of the family.

Even among the status elite of Canada, there was a strict
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division of labour. The chief roles of upper class women

were, primarily, producing a legitimate heir, and

secondarily, overseeing economic management of the household

(OIsen,I984t24).

The advent of wage Labour, which ted to the separation

of home from workplace, also led to the concept of separate

spheres for men and women. Although women remained

responsible for performing the traditional tasks of caring

for the home and the small children, the roles of individual

family members changed considerably, and continued to change

as capitalism Progressed.

Shared work no longer hefd the' fanily together;
the sources of subéistence lay outside the home in
a factory system which valued neither Home, nor
Motherhoôd,-nor for that matter childhood--only
the labor which could be êxtracted from individual-
workers (Ehrenreich and English tL978t74'7 ) '

As a resul-t of the economic shift, more families,

particularly in the urban centres, rntere becoming dependent

on wages for their subsistence. For these families, the

household was no longer an autonomous economic unit' For

many, the high incidence of disease coupled with the

uncertainty of their earning power presented constant

challenges to survival ( Bradbury: 1912 | 10 9 ) ' As a result of

the deskilling of l-abour that accompanied indus!rial

deveLopment' women and children were welcomed by employers

who were in need of cheap labour. with the 'minor industrial

boom' experienced by the textile industry, extra factory

emplo}¡ment was created for women (cross and Kealey,1982;
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Ofsen, 1984). In urban centres fike Toronto in the late

nineteenth centuryf women and children comprised one-third

of the total labour force (Kealeyr 1976¿4 ). Bet\^¡êen 1891 and

1901, women's participation in the workforce increased by

25.1 per cent (Ursel ,7984t 179). In the main, women who were

employed j-n factory labour were single, ho\^/ever. Once

married, as well as taking ful1 responsibility for household

labour, they worked as domestics, took .in laundry, or worked

in sweat shops (BuIIen,1986:170; Lewis,1990:9).'z

Prior to the onset of industrial ization, children were

an asset in that they contributed their labour to the family

enterprise, rn fact, there was a close Link between a

famíIy's prosperity and the number of children in it. With

the advent of wage labour, while working class children

entered the workforce, they earned roughly one-third of

adult wages, which was insufficient to offset the food'

clothing and shelter they required (Ursel' 1984).

Eventually, as a result of the implementation of compulsory

education (1871) and the Factory Acts (1884), children's

roles reversed from that of economic assets to economic

liabilities. Thus where previously more children had

translated into greater prosperity, now they had become an

added expense, The drawbacks of having children began to

2, These were small workplaces, occasionally attached to
the home, where women and children worked under contract or
subcontract for retail and wholesal-e outlets of the cJ.othing
industry.
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out\,¡eigh their benefits. The average working-class mother

of the 1890's had ten pregnancies and spent fifteen years in

a state of pregnancy and nursing. fn the conditions of the

early twentieth century, when housework invol-ved hard

labour, frequent pregnancy taxed women's health severely

(Lervis,1990r8-9). In 1913, a Commission called to

investigate the increase in the cost of living in Canada

reported that while the average wages in manufacturing had

increased forty percent from 1900 to 1910, the average cost

of living had risen fifty percent. one of the f j-ndings was

that a fanily's l-ikelihood of falling into debt was directly

related to the number of dependents it had to support. (Cost

I-.,iving Inquiry, 1.915,v. 11:1019, cited in Ursel, 79842246).

3.3 A DISRUPTION OF THE REPRODUCTIVE SPHERE

The changing economy resulted in a disruption in the

reproductive sphere. Consistent with Dickinson's (1986)

argument that the over-exploitation of l-abour is a common

feature of industrial capitalism in its early stages, women

and chil-dren not only worked for the lowest v¿ages, but they

suffered from inadeguate diet and unsanitary working

conditions, One conseguence of these conditions was a high

infant mortality rate (Ursel,1986). Fron 1876 to 1902

inclusive, infant mortality (children under one) accounted

for 20-252 of aII deaths, When the child mortallty rate was

included (children under five), children accounted for 25-
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3O? of aII deaths. Furthermore, urban mortal-ity rates were

often twice as high as rural mortality rates. The report of

the Ontario Registrar General in 1905 states that child

mortality in urban areas was 5.2 per 1,000 while the rate in

the rural areas was 3.4 per thousand. Infant mortality rates

revealed the same pattern, with 4.1 per thousand in the

urban districts and 2,6 tor the rural districts (Ursel'

1984:169 ) .

Children of all age groups living in the urban areas

were hit the hardest by contagious and infectious diseases.

of 651 deaths recorded in the city of Hamilton for the year

IS}Ot 275 of the deceased were undei 20 years of age; 230

under 5 years of age; and 183 under one year of age.

(Medical- Health officer of Hamilton, Annual ReÞort, !892).

Children under one year of age, therefore, contributed one-

third of Hamilton's death rate; a proportion quite

representatÍve of urban death rates in the period

(Morrison, !972272 ). The 1917 ontario Commission on

Unemployment revealed that for every one thousand births in

Ontario, 103.7 babies died. (Ont. Comrnission on Unemplo)rment,

ReÞort, 7917 ,p.2'1 , cit-ed in Bacchi, 79821 . Some working

cl-ass families literalJ.y could not afford to keep their

children. Tn a number of cases, children were put in

institutions whife the parents worked (Bradbury, 1982). This

period al-so saw the abandonment of chil-dren of al-l ages and

an increase in the number of foundling homes and orphanages
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(Ursel,1.9862I'12 ) . The mortal-ity rate in such homes was

particularl-y high, For instance, of the more than 600

abandoned in 1863 in a foundl-ing home in Montreal, records

show that only 10 per cent survived (Bradbury,1992 ! 114 ) . In
1883 the Bethlehem Home for the Friendless in Ottawa

recorded 199 deaths in a year where there had been 224

admissions (Splane, 1-965 t2421 .

The situation differed considerably for the newly-

formed middLe class. As technoÌogy freed women from a

certain amount of household labour, it left middle cl_ass

women with increasj-ng amounts of Leisure time, particularLy
since many had their housework perfòrmed by working class
domestics. (Barber,1985; Otsen ,I984¡ Lewis, 1990 ) . As a
result, they became restless in the home and began to
question their ro1es. Often eguipped with a higher

education, they began to demand a more fulfilling life. A

woman's movement that was based on the notion of human

rights, but that was more a revolt against uselessness,

emerged in the 1870,s.3 Although small in number, these

_ 3. The first generation of feminists that appeared in Canadain the 1870's was based on the natural rights argiment and sought
vromgn's emancipation from social_ and inteltectual oppression
(Roberts tI975t20).

Feminism based on the natural rights argument was
overshadowed by the "rnaternal feminism,,, a gioup of women who
accepted the belief that women ought to be primãrj_Iy mothers andcustodians of the family

In the U.S., the earlier women,s movement based on the
natural- rights argument developed in the late 1840,s from
previous reform efforts, particularly abolition. By the tate19th century, the first generation oi fe¡ninists weré replaced bya younger generation \4rho facked the formative experiencè of the-
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early feminists began to push for equality with men and

equal opportunity in the workplace. women such as Flora

McDona1d Denison attacked the mythology surrounding the home

and compared the situation of the unenployed wife and bread-

winning husband to prostitution. Emily Stowe, one of the

founders of the Canadian suffrage organization, argued that

women should have the freedom to chose a profession

(Roberts,7975z21). fncreasing numbers of women went into

business and a l-imited number of professions.

For both the working class and the middle cfass' large

numbers of chifdren became an added burden and expense. This

was evidenced by a faI}Íng fertilit! rate, which was the

most serious consequence of industrial-Ízation on the

reproductive sphere, Between 1871- and 1901, the fertiJ.ity

rate in Canada had dropped by 24 per cent with the most

dramatic drop of 44 per cent occurring in ontario.

Civil War campaigns for reform. In canada, the first generation
of feminists appeared in the 18?0's (Kea1ey,1978). Thus although
in the U.S.the overtaking of the "hard core" feminists by the
maternal feminists occurred over two generations, Canada's two
suffrage branches operated in tandern. Bacchi attributes this to
the comparatively late interest in the subject in Canada and also
to the fact that Canadj-an women did not have the experience of
the anti-slavery battle (1982:58J- ) .
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TABLE I
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Even Quebec's general fertility rate dropped by 21 Per

cent between 1851 and 1921, wirÍIe that of Canada as a whole

fell by 41 per cent lMclaren and McLarenr 1986). Mclaren

states that social investigations into the birth rate in the
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1880's showed that much of the decrease in the fertility

rate was greatest in the middte class (1990:18)'

Although reformers expressed a nostalgia for a return

to the traditional family of an agrarian past, this type of

family was not suited to the new social order' For all

classes, the reverse of the previous situation hel"d true:

less children translated into greater weal-th' The new social

order had resulted in an anti-natalist ideology' Thus while

capitalism had affected the classes differently, its effect

on alI cl-asses contributed to an overall imbalance between

production and reProduction.

The end of the nineteenth centúry marks the beginning

of 'social patriarchy', in which the state began to assume

increasj-ng control over the reproductive sphere' The

following section will discuss the legislative action that

was taken by the state in order to ameliorate the negative

effects of capitatism on reproduction.

3.4 REFORMS

Urse1 (1984) suggests that the state attempted to

mediate the growing .imbalance between production and

reproduction by instituting reforms that priorized

reproduction and delineated women's roles as reproducers'

Reproduction !{as controlled not only through direct measures

such as the criminalization of abortions, but aì-so through

measures such as regulatory clauses in labour, welfare and
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family law. The Factory Acts of 1884 (ontario) signified the

first state intervention into reproduction interests. They

marked the beginning of an increase in legislative activity

in the areas of J-abour, family and welfare law which not

only affected the process of reproduction but also served to

consoLidate public opinion.

3.4,1 Labour Leqislatíon

In an attempt to alleviate the exploitation and

exhaustion of women and children, the Factory' Shops and

Mines Acts (ontario) of 1884, 1888, and 1890 respectively

dealt with the number of hours that women could work as weII

as work conditions. The first Canadian Factory Act (Ontario)

prohibited the employment of boys under twelve and girls

under fourteen years of age. Boys between twelve and

fourteen and girls between fourLeen and eighteen, as well as

women, r{ere not to be employed for more than ten hours a day

or more than sixty hours a week. In 1888, the Shops Act lr¡as

passed to limit the number of hours that children coul-d work

in wholesale and retail establ-ishments ( Splane 
' 

19 6 5 .257 | .

This legislation required that special consideration be made

for women in the areas of sanitation and comfort so that the

conditions of their labour would not have an adverse effect

on their morality or their ability to bear and nurture

children. ln addition, the owner of any shop employing
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females was required to provide a suitable chair for their
use.

The above legislation showed a greater concern for the

effects of factory Iabour on women's reproductive capacities

than for their potential as wage workers. Notably absent

from the legislation was the issue of the disparity in

$¡omen's wages. AIso absent were any clauses concerning the

protection of women working in their homes, or as domestics,

regardless of expl-oitive conditions. a Although the

explicit intent of this legislatíon was to protect women and

chifdren from exhaustion by the productive process, the

protectionist cl-auses served to limit women's access to

employment. The special consideratlons that were made for

women discouraged employers from employing them in non-

traditional roIes, thus reducing competition with male

workers. The outcome of this and l-ater labour legislation

was the preservation of female subordination by maintaining

women in an economically dependent posj-tion.

3.4.2 welfare Leqis lation

The state began its increasing control over

reproduction in two ways: first, the acceptable roles for

women and the type of family that was considered to be

appropriate were delineated by a continuing increase in

4. Ursel (1986) suggests that the reason for the exclusion
of women working in the private sphere is that this type of
labour was congruous with their traditional patriarchal role.
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state authority over working class children and intrusion
into working class families.

Prior to 1874, Manitoba and Ontario welfare law that
applÍ.ed to children had consisted of onì-y two statutes: the

Apprentices and Minors Act of 1851, which attempted to
provide adequate safeguards for the indenture of children

who were orphaned or abandoned, and the Charity Aid Act of

1851, which made provis j-on for provincíal support for
institutions (Urse1,1986; Sp1ane,1965). The first of a

number of subsequent \^/el-fare acts that hrere to appfy to
children was the Industrial Schools Act (1874, Ontario)

whÍch permitted state apprehension of children by police

magistrates under such conditions as truancy or neglect, In

an 1884 amendment to the Industrial School-s Act,

philanthropic societj-es were permitted to take the

initiative in the establ-ishment of industrial school-s and

added "del-inquent" children, or children who, i-n the opinion

of the nagistrate, should be sent to an industrial- school

instead of to a reformatory.

The Royal Commission on the Prison and Reformatory

System (1890, Ontario) is identified by Splane (1965) as the

single most important event in action concerning child
weLfare. This report gave foremost attention to the

importance of family life and placed blame for delinquency

on neglect by parents.
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In 1888 the Child Protection Act vras introduced in

ontario which provided for state apprehension and custody of

chil-dren under 16 years Õf age judged neglected or if l--

treated by parents. rn 1891, the Children's Aid Society of

Toronto was founded in response to the perceived necessity

for a type of child welfare agency that had adequate

authority to take action for the protection of children. In

l-893 the Chifd Protection Act was amended empowering the

Children's Aid Society as a regulatory agency to inspect

private homes. apprehend children and place the¡n in foster

homes, Both this act and the Industriaf Schools Act

contained cLauses permitting the stâte to sue the parent for

support of the children while in government institutions. It

was clear that the majority of children were not orphans or

abandoned but were apprehended by the chifdren's Aid Society

from "undesirable" homes. A report in 1902 reveal-ed that out

of 200 only 63 had been abandoned or orphaned, and, on the

other hand, 112 had been apprehended because of "immoral

homes, pauperism, lack of control" (Ontario Sess. Papers,

1902 Report of the Superintendent of Neglected Children,

cited in Ursel,198422441, The degree to which women

measured up to middle class standards in child-rearing,

health, housekeeping, and sexual morality was gauged and

when found wanting, their children \4¡e re taken away from them

(Snider 1989).
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The second measure taken by the state to increase

control- over reproduction \las to make necessary access Lo

resources conditional upon v¡omen's fitting into a particular

mould. Besidês the conmitment of the cAs to apprehend

children from unsuitable homes, the CAS argued for more

support for good homes. We1fare, however, was made

contingent upon maintaining certain patriarchal standards. A

number of acts iflustrated the fact that only traditional

patriarchal roles were acceptable for women. For examplef

ontario (1888) introduced legislation which made husbands

l-iabl-e for the support of wives and children in cases of

desertÍon or separation. However. wômen l-ost all right to

sue for protection if found at any time to have committed

adultery, Mother's AIlowance (1916' Manitoba) provided

monthly all-owances for mothers without economic support due

to death or permanent incapacitat.ion of their husbands. The

acceptant was forced to undergo considerable scrutiny,

however:

They believe that the Province should satisfy itsel-f
that it is employing the right kind of women to bring
up its future men and women and that when the contract
of employment between the mother and Province is
signed, and the mother is in receipt of her salary,
that the Province should satisfy itsel-f that the
services rendered for that salary are accomplishing
what $¡as intended... (Man. Sess. Papers 1918 p.5).

Mother's Allowance was predicated on two assumptions3

the support obligation of men and the undes irab j-l- ity of

female and child participation in fuII-time wage-fabour

(Haddad and Milton,1986). To ensure women's confornity to
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patriarchal standards, home investigators supervised the

moral- character and child-rearing practices of recipients '

women who did not fit into the prescribed mould did not

receive payment. The two categorj-es of most frequently

destitute women, unwed mothers and deserted women were

automatically excluded (Ursel' !9842282 ) ' The child of

unmarried Parents Act (ontario !29L) also discriminated

against unwed mothers. The appointment of the state as

guardian of the children insured that mothers would be

accountabl-e.

In L910, Dr. He1en MacMurchy submitted a special report

on infant mortality to the r,egislative Assembly in which

lack of breastfeeding and poverty are cited as the main

causes of infant mortality and further stated that' "Where

the mother works, the baby dies' Nothing can replace

maternal care. The destruction of the poor is their

poverty" (ontarj-o sessional papers, #9t 79I02]-71) ' MacMurchy

suggested a number of ways to improve the infant mortal-ity

rate, one of which was the institution of a family wage' a

conception which served to identify men as the primary wage

earners and women as secondary labourers '

AtI of the above state initiatives had a considerable

impact on shaping pubtic awareness as to the acceptable

roles for women as well as the importance of a particular

type of family. The transition from informal norms to a

formalized legal code refLected societal- recognition of
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patriarchal norms, and as such the reforms themselves acted

as a powerf ul- ideofogy.

3.5 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Socialist feminism has provided the framework for

understanding the importance to society of reproductj-on and

the maintenance of a balance in the production-reproduct ion

dynamic. one insight of socialist feminism is the prernise

that reproduction is socially organized and controlled by

means of patriarchy. For socialist feminists, the means by

which women are subordinated in class societies is by

controlling their access to resourcás, which serves to keep

women economicaì.Iy dependent on êither men or the state'

Social patriarchy is al-so maintained through ideology which

is manifest in institutíons such as the media, arts and

religion.
As previously stated, the changes caused by capitalism

resulted in a disruption in the reproductive sphere, the

short-term solution to which was the influx of large numbers

of immigrants. However, large-scale immigration combined

with the falling fertilj-ty rate came to be seen as

threatening to the future of the system. The state responded

to the apparent need for controlling reproduction in the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by developing

a legislative framework that delineated the appropriate

roles for women' For the working cIass, labour legislation
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served to prevent further destruction of society's

reproducers and future l-abour force as wefl as to channel

women into low paying job ghettoes. In the areas of family

and labour legislation, access to necessary resources r'tas

made conditional upon women's fitting into a particular

mould, which in effect was a middle class conception of the

proper wife and mother. In the case of labour, family, and

welfare legislation, women's subordinate pos.ition was

maintained through control over their access to resources.

While the above state initiatives for increasing

control over the reproduction of the worki-ng class have been

well documented, the problem that has not yet been addressed

is the means by which patriarchal control $¡as asserted over

middfe class h¡omen. As this study wil-f show, it was the

chifdren of the middle class who were seen as particularly

valuabl-e to the state at this time. Therefore the

patriarchal control of middfe cl-ass women as well as working

cl-ass women appeared to be particularly important. one

problem, however, was that the conditions surrounding the

entry of middle class women into the public sphere differed

considerably from those of working cl-ass women. where

working class women entered the labour force out of

necessity, middle class women's motives appear to have been

those of self-fuIfilment. The attainment of higher levels of

education 'and the assertions of equality made by the first

wave feminists combined with ¡niddle cl-ass women's decreasing
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usefulness in the home made the public sphere particularly

attractive.
Another problem that hampered the assertion of

patriarchal control over middle class women was that many of

the reforms that implicitly controlled working cJ-ass women

coul-d not be apptied to middle class women. For example,

factory legislation, welfare initiatives and/or family law

did not apply directfy to women of this class. Thus it was

considerably more difficult to directly control middle cfass

women's access to necessary resources through wel-fare,

family, or factory tegisl-ation' And, given the emerging

ideology of equality and tiberafism, women could not be

directly legislated out of the public sphere.

The problem that wilf be addressed in this thesis,

then, .is the means by which patriarchal control was asserted

over middle class women. Because the legislative initiatives

that theoretically applied to alL women Iikely had the

greatest impact on the working cIass, the acceptance of a

patriarchal rofe for middle class women relied more heavily

on the transmission of strong ideological messages in the

media. Although the patriarchal ideology v/as transmitted

to the working class as well as the middle c]ass, it appears

as though middle class women were the target of specific

ideological messages. This thesis will ill-ustrate the

ideologicqJ- messages that were given to middle class women

that, not coincidentally, also facilitated their
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subordination through

wefl as control over

politicat control over reproduction

their access to resources.



chapter Iv
METHODOLOGY

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Smith (1981) and Hollingworth (1916) point to the

increasÍng importance of the media in the transmission of

ideology at the end of the nineteenth century. For example,

Smith states that,

Ideological forms began to shift the basis of
culturé from the inherited f orrns of previous
generations passed from mother to daughter, to an
órientation Lowards the authority of print and
hence of ideology generated within the ruling
apparatus itseli- by specialists of various kinds--
by'authorities in women' feelings; by experts in
wåmen's physiology, biology and sexual- capacities;
by writeis-of fiðlion who created the mirrors in
*ñich wom"., sought to dj-scover their reflection;
by the makers oi moral tales who prescribed the
fårms of heroism and sacrifice proper to women; by
the physicians who packaged ideology and.treatment
tor tfrä nebulous but reaf suffering arising from
the regime of ideoJ-ogical living (Smith,1981)'

Hollingworth, an early twentieth century sociologist,

observes that,

Tf we inquire now what are the organs or media of
expressión of public opinion we shall see how it
is brought to bear on women. The newspapers are
perhaps the chief agents, in modern times, in the
iorm.Lion of public opinions, and their columns
abound in intèrviews with the eminent, deploring
the decay of the population (1916:23).
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4.2 RESEARCH DESIGN

In order to assess the ideological messages of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, I have chosen to

analyze articl-es in the media.

The time frame of this study is 1885 to 1930. My reason

for choosing this period is that, as previously stated, the

end of the nineteenth century markêd a major economic

transition in Canada, which resulted in a number of

demographic changes. In order to assess the Ídeol-ogy that

ensued from these changes, I allowed four decades. The study

ends just prior to the depression of the 1930's, which

introduced a new series of structural pressures and

demographic responses.

The data used Ín this research are qualitative. Data

were drawn from two major periodicals ¡ Macleans and Saturdav

Niqht. These were chosen on the basis of their wide

circulation and al-so their availability for analysis. One

difficulty that I had was in finding a Canadian magazine

intended for broad readership that \^tas in publication

throughout the time period being studied' The Canadian

magazine, for example, had begun publication by the 1880's

but was discontinued in the early 1900's. The only magazine

that met all the requirements was Saturdav Nj-qht which began

publication in the mid-1880's. However' Macleans magazine,

which provided a rich source of data, began publication as
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early as 1905 and continued throughout the period being

studied.

4.3 SÀ¡ÍPLING

Because Saturdav Niqht and Macl-eans began their
publications at different times, and also because Saturdav

Niqht was a weekly publication where Maclean's was a monthly

publication, it was necessary to analyze each magazine

separately. The major difficulty was that although the

articles that were published had strong messages, there were

not many articles in any given year. This presented a

probLem in sampling because had I sâmpled according to a

conventional nethod it is likely that I would have missed

many of the reLevant articles. Therefore, my method of

sampling was as foll-ows: Since Salurdav Niqht is indexed, I

relied on the index for my data. fn this way I had a better

chance of incfuding most of the major articles that were

written in the categories of 'women', 'children' and 'race

suicide'. To test for bias, ie. to ensure that certain

themes were not omitted from the index, I reviewed nine

years of publications in depth: 1892, 1896, 1900, 1904,

1908, 1912, 1916, 1,920, 1924, and 1-928.

Although Macleans magazine is also indexed, the index

begins in 1914; therefore I could not rely on this index for

my data. once again, had I drawn a random sample, it is

J-ike1y that I woufd have missed the rel-evant articl-es that
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vJere written pertaining to women, children, or 'race

suicide'. Therefore, aided by the fact that Macl-eans' was

published only monthly and then semi-monthly, I reviehred

every magazine between 1905 and 1930.

My reasons for choosing periodical-s rather than daily
nev/spapers were those of expediency, As previously stated,

Saturday NÍght is indexed, which eliminated the previ-ously

described sampling problems. Macleans, on the other hand,

has a tabl-e of contenls at the beginning of each issue,

which eliminated the necessi-ty of reading through each page

of each issue.

I supplemented my data with several- articles taken from

American periodicals. Although the subject matter pertains

to the U.S., these particular magazines were available in
Canada in the period being sludied. It is J-ikely that they

were infl-uential, particularly since the subject matter was

similar. I dre\^/ more articles from Ladies Home Journal than

other American magazines because the subject matter was

directed specifically to women. I also drew articles from

HarÞers Weeklv, Outlook Maqazine, and Living Aqe because

they appeaLed to a wider audience. No specific sampling

procedure was used to obtain these data. Rather, f chose

articles that dealt with relevant topics from the Index to
Periodical Literature,

The data are drawn from a total of seventy-four

articles from Macfeans and Saturdav Niqht. The breakdown of
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the articles Ís as fol-l-ows: twenty-eight articles were drawn

fron Saturday Night. Quotes were taken from eighteen of the

articles. Fifty articles \^¡ere drawn from Macl-eans. Quotes

were taken from twenty-one artj-cl-es. Nine articles were

drawn from American sources. Quotes were taken from all of

the Ämerican articles.

4.4 PERÀTTONAI,I ZATIO

Since this research focuses on communication, the

methodology is contênt analysis. The unit of analysis is the

'theme', or a single assertion about sôme subject, referred
to by Hol-sti as the most useful- unit of content analysis

"almost indispensable in research on propaganda, values,

attitudes, beliefs" (1969:116). The data are presented in
the form of quotes as illustrations of specific themes. On

occasion, one quote is used to illustrate more than one

theme. As stated earlier, the purpose of this research is
to analyze the ideologies relating to women that emanated

from a stress in the production-reproduction dynamic,

Therefore, it was necessary to operationalize patriarchal
ídeologies as welL as the ideology that was used to define

the stress in the production-reproduction dynamic.

I found that the articulation of patriarchal ideology

expressed in the media embodied a large range of themes, aII
of which were based on the assumption of the proper role for
women. Based on this assumption, I separated the
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articulation of patriarchal- ideology into categoríes. It was

necessary to set up the categories and themes inductively.
This was done as fol-Iows! After reading through the articles
a number of times, I found that they feII into certain
patterns. Once these patterns were established, f was able

to set up several categories, each of which ernbodied a

number of themes. I then set up a coding scheme for each

theme. For example, a number of articfes feff into a

category that described women as unsuitable to the public

sphere. Within this category, a number of articles described

the detrimental effects of the workforce on the home. Thus

the 'detrimental effects on the home' became one theme that
I discussed under the category of 'detrimental effects of

the workforce on the home'. Often a given article had

several themes. For example, 'the portrayal of successful-

\^¡omen as anomalies' may have also been a theme in the above

articl-es. In such cases I extracted all relevant quotes from

a given article and placed them under the appropriate

categories.

Patriarchal ideology was operationalized and organized

in the following manner ¡

CATEGORY 1:
A range of messages indicating $/omen's unsuitabil-ity to the
public sphere.

Theme s !
a. Portrayal of women in the pubJ.ic sphere as

u natt ract ive
b. Bioi-ogical inferiority of women
c. Detrimental effects of the public sphere on health

and family
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CATEGORY 2:
Messages addressed to women's higher education

Themes:
a. women's unsuitability to higher education
b. The advent of domestic science

CATEGORY 3 !
A range of messages ill-ustrating women's suitability to the
privaie sphere and elevating motherhood'

Theme s 3

a, women's biological suitabil-ity to the home
b, Elevation of motherhood

Stress in the product ion-reproduction dynamic is

operationalized not as a structural problem but rather as

the way in which it came to be defined' Thus it is

operationalized by references to 'ráce suicide"

Theme s ¡

a. The inferiority of the working classes
b. The falling biith rate of Anglo-Saxons and/or the

middle class
c, women's 'dutY to the race'

Although both Saturdav Niqht and Macleans were intended

for broad readership, many of the rnessages appear to be

addressed to the middle and upper classes and showed a

definite class bias. My justification for drawing from

these publications, was that the notion of 'race suicide'

was essentially a middle cfass one. In addition' as

previously stated, it r^'as more difficult to control the

reproduction of middle class women through reforms such as

the Factory Acts and/or welfare legislation' Therefore one

aim of this research is to study ideological messages that

were aimed specifically at middle class women' Whil-e the
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existence of an older landed elite is recognized, the focus

of this study is limited to the middle class.

Although this study focuses on events taking place in

Ontar.io, developments in ontario were seen as a harbinger of

the future of Canada. Thus, as Urse1 notes, while the

consequences of industrial ization were probJ.ems of the

industrial cities and not a national phenomenon, they were

sufficiently upsetting to provoke concerns throughout Canada

(1984:166). For reasons of expediency, the inclusion of

French Canada is beyond the scope of this thesis.



CHAPTER V

. RÀCE SUICIDE '

5.1 INTRODUCÎION

The early twentieth century saw an increasing concern

for the 'social purity' of the nation. The way in which

this concern was framed illustrates how ideologies of

racism, class inequality, and patriarchy served to

legitimate problems emanating from structural- inequalities.

where prior to industrial capitalism a baLance existed

bethTeen production and reproduction, the balance \^¡a s upset

by the effects of a change in production on the reproductive

sphere, As previously stated, the disruption in the

reproductive sphere was evidenced by a rise in the infant

mortality rate, an increase in child abandonment, an

increase in the inst itut ionali zation of chil-dren, and a

lowering of the birth rate. The cumulative effect of this

disruption r\ras an inadequate population base. consistent

with the socialist feminist notion of an interdependence

between production and reproduction, it became obvious that

a decreased Iabour pool would have severe repercussions on

production, particularly given capitalism's growing need for

L abour .

51
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The state's initial response to the need of employers

for labour was to initiate a policy which opened its doors

to the itnmigration of Europeans. Between 1900 and 1914' 2'9

million immigrants were admitted into the country (connelly'

L9'17 t229). The population increased from 4'3 million in 1881

to 8.5 mill-ion in 1920. Given the decreasing birthrate' it

is apparent that immigrants comprised the bulk of this

increase, Where in 1871, 60 per cent of the Population had

been of British stock; in 1921, only 40 per cent were of

Anglo Saxon heritage (McLaren,1986:16 ) '

The 'Great Wave ol lmmlgratlon'
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While solving the immediate needs of employers, the

large number of immigrants gave rise to political and

economic problems. As a result of the open door immigration

policy, Canada was marked by ethnic diversity. Ethnic groups

sought security in the identity with their ethnic community

resulting in an absence of nationaL consciousness

(Pentland,1981:114 ) , Political differences vrere a particular

source of tension, since there were suspicions of social-ist

elements, particularly among the Jewish, Ukrainian, Finnish,

ftalian, and Aus tro-Hungarian immigrants who had been

introduced to socialist philosophy in Europe (Hur1,1981;

Schecter, I977 J .

Although J.arge scale immigration and rapid social

development had brought prosperity to the middle c1ass,

capitalism had caused drastic sociaL inequalities which

resulted in growing unrestf particularly in the commercial

cities. As a result, the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries saw growing labour organization and resistance to
exploitation (Kealey 1974; Kealey 1980; Pentland 1960;

Palner 1980). Socialism was thus seen as threatening to the

newly-formed social order. Reformers, who were composed

mainly of members of the ¡niddle cJ.ass, were apprehensive of

class confLict and distrusted the growing labour novement.

The perception that immigrants were reproducing at a much

faster rate than the middle and upper class Canadians

appeared to increase the potential for conflict. Added to
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this was the French-English cuttural conflict which

characterized much of the period between 1885 and the 1917

(Cook & Mitchinson, 1976:3 ) .

The problems of growing labour unrest, increased

disease, and poverty were the direct result of the changing

mode of production. The neqtly-formed middle class' however'

hadavestedinterestinthestructuresofcapitalism.Thus
it appears as though, rather than addressing the structural

causes, social unrest and poverty were portrayed as the

fault of the 'inferior' classes '

5.2 'RÀCE SUICIDE'

The way in which the above problems were defined as a

concern for 'race suicide' showed the influence of a general

cfimate of racism and class bias' The concern of 'race

suicide' can be defined as a fear that the middle and upper

cl-asses vtould be outnumbered by the offspring of the lowest

classes, particularly immigrants's Due to the falling

fertility rate among the 'preferred' elements of society'

the perception of being overrun by inmigrants and inferior

elements of the popul-ation who would undermine the stability

of the country informed lhe notion of 'race suicide"

5. while a number of articles from both Canadian and

American sources distinctly state that immigrants were
multipJ-ying at a faster rate than native-born canadrans ' lne
ä;iiiiï.t ;aies of immigrant families and/ or workins cJ-ass

iamilies'in Canada have not been documented'
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It appears as though reformers sought to promote

consensus among the classes through a homogeneity of values '

As val-verde states,

...the nation was seen as held together by a
cofltmon subjectivity, whose constant re-crèation at
the indiviãual- levè1 ensured the continued
survival of the collectivity. The collectivity
thus organized had very specific cfass, gender,
and raclal/ethnic characteristics, generally
supporting the domination of Anglo-Saxon middle-
cläãs ¡nalés over aII others . . . ( 1991:33 ) '

Innigrants, whose values were seen as antagonistic to

the social order' were thus undesirabfe. An exampfe of this

perception can be seen in the following quote by Stephen

Leacock:

The whole question of the "nelting pot" theory is
itself thrówn into the melting pot' A new stress
is being Iaid upon national-ity' national
differeñces and the political value of the tie of
blood rel-ationship 1i'Does Canada want Popul-ation?"
in Macleans ' Nov.15, 1922220-2Il '

The concept of 'race suicide' and the means that were

suggested for ameliorating it showed the inf l-uence of the

emerging theory of eugenics, which placed emphasis on

nature, or genetic composition, rather than on nurture' The

term "eugenics" was coined in 1883 by Francis Galton to

describe "the study of the agencies under social control

that may improve or impair the racial qualities of future

generations, either physically or rnentally" (Dealey,

l-914:836). According to eugenic theory, the principal cause

of racial decay was that peopte with hereditary defects were

multiplying faster than those with desirable traits '
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Heredity was seen as the cause of degeneration; thus the

state could only correct the problem by restricting their

breeding.6

The growing popularity of eugenics was a symptom of a

decline in faith in Herbert Spencer's theory of Social

Darwinism or "survival of the fittest" which purported that

the poor and unsuccessful wouLd be r,¡eeded out through

competition. Birth rates in Britain had reveaLed that it was

the upper and middle classes that were failing to reproduce

(McLaren,1990:15). where in previous generations reformers

\^'ere concerned with the quantity of the population, now the

issue became its "quality" as weII âs its quantity.

Eugenists claimed that if a healthy demographic balance were

to be maintained, it would be necessary to entice the "fit"
to breed or take measures to restrict the births of the

"unfit". Such allegations put into scientific terms the

notion of the biological inferiority of the l-ower cl-ass. As

Mclaren notes, "They cJ.aimed to be protecting the "quality"

of the race, but they failed to acknor.tledge that their

criterion of "fitness," namely socio-economic status,

predisposed them to categorize the lower classes in general

as genetically inferior" ( 1990 r 19 ) .

6. while eugenics was preached throughout the Western world,
research has shown British eugenicists to be primarily concerned
with the issue of class and Àmerj-can eugenists were alarmed by
the northward novement of free bfacks and the arrival of mil-l-ions
of Southern and Eastern European immigrants. To date, the
Canadian experience has not been examined (Mclaren, 1990:1).
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The 'science' of eugenics gave a ratj-onal basis to the

increasingly popular notion of racial purity. As Mclaren

states,

Individualism, materialism, feminism, and
social-ism were said to be rampant. The purported
surges in venereal disease, tuberculosis,
alcoholÍsm, divorce, and labour unrest were
pointed to by the nervous as evidence of the
érosíon of traditional values ...The sudden
emergence of experimental biology and psychology
with their natural concerns for hereditarian
forces appeared to provide some answers. The
argument was going to be increasingly made that
only experts adequately schooled in the importance
of heredity coutd possibly cope with the complex
problems of rationally planning and controlling
imrnigration, education' and a range of programs
suppórting the birth and rearing of healthy, fit
chil-dren (I990 227 l.
Feminis¡n was seen as posing a danger to the eugenic

movement. To eugen.ists, the greatest anti-social act

committed by the more intelligent, better type of woman r'¡a s

the avoidance of pregnanôy. Karl Pearson, professor of

applied mathematj-cs and mechanics at University, CoIlege,

L,ondon, stated that,

we have first to settle what is the physical
capacity of woman, what would be the effect of her
emãncipãtion on her function of race reproduction,
before we can lafk about her "rightsr " which are,
after all, only a vague description of what may be
the fittest position for her, the sphere of her
maximum usefulness in the developed society of the
future (cited in Mclaren, 1990:20).

The notion of the inferiority of the lower classes and

races that were not Anglo-Saxon was explicit in many of the

messages presented in the media. The foltowing was written

by Stephen Leacock, weII known journalist and academic:



We could have a hundred ¡nilf ion in the Next
generation and be ruined in getting them'

It is growing very doubtful whether the highly
civiliãed raðes, ór at least whether those
portions of them which are highly civilized, are
'going to increase at all. Under our economic
õircúmstances ín proportion as humanity struggles
toward comfort' indeþendence and intellectual
Iife, it ceases to breed. It multiplies most
rapiåty in the gutter. There is abundant evidence
thãt oûr civíIiãation keeps dying out at the top'

The natural increase of our population will be in
the lower ranks and in such agricultural
communities, as, notably, in Èrench Canada' This
is a very serious propoãition s.ince the "mind" of
canadaf ihe intellèctual development and the
directing force, is very largely found among this
non-incréasing section õf tne population' In other
words, if our population is to undergo any great
and sirj-king iñciease it must be from the
immigration of newcomers: and this will be seen to
carr! with it consequences not altogether
favoiabte to our fiñat destiny' ( "Does canada want
population?" in Macleans, Nov. !5, !922220-2Il '

Fears of race suicide were spurred on by 'British

nativism' 1, or a belief in the superiority of the British

race. This belief was encouraged by John Stuart MiLl's

statement that "both in a good and a bad sense' the English

are farther from a state of nature than any other modern

people" (cited in valverde,1991:105). To British nativists,

the question of race was central- to the future and they

believed that Anglo-Saxons had a mission to perform in

civilizing other races (KeaLey, I974:5 ) ' Such an ideology

t. J. Higham (1955) defines "nativisn" as a 'form of
nationalism wiich perceives certain minority cufture groups as
threat to national unity and a national way of life ' ' He. 

-
identifies its three foci as religious, political and racral-
differences (cited in Hurl ,1986:241).
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reconfirmed the bel-ief in the inferiority of races that were

not AngIo-Saxon.

The native-born population, in the struggle to
keep up appearanèeè in the face of the increasing
comþetitión, faiLs to propagate j-tself , corunits
racè suicider in short, whereas the immigrant
popufation, being inferior, and having no
ãpþearances to keep up' propagates. itself Iike the
fiè¡ of the sea' 1"Íhe canadian rnmigration PoIicy"
in Canadian Maqazine (1907-1908) vol . XXX p. 360).

One of the most disturbing problems for those who
concern themseLves with the future of the Anglo-
Saxon race, and the continued existence of the
British Empire, is that which arises from the
steady decieasing birth rate ("Superfl-uous Woman",
in S-ê!-U-E-dey--Ni-S¡!, 1913 : 31 ) .

Under favorabfe conditions the white races of
western civilization are found to increase at a
rate that means doubfing the population every
twenty-five years. But the conditions must be
favorãb1e. ihere must be an easy access for afl
to the means of production and chlldren must be a
blessing and not a burden. Such was the case in
the old cofonial- days (emphasis added) ( "Does
Canada want Popul-ation" in Macleans, 1922.2I]|.

The concept of 'race suicide' was not unique to Canada'

References to similar concerns in other countr.ies indicate

that 'race suicide' was a phenomenon that was occurring in

other capitalist countries that were at roughly the same

stage of industrial development 8. The racial and ethnic

undertones that are implicit in much of the rhetoric is

evident in the following quote' which articuLates the

Al-though the same fears of race suicide were expressed
in Britain and the U.S', in Canada the anxieties of the middfe
class English about both the ferti]-ity of the Irish, and Quebec's
successfú1 "revanche des berceaux, " were exacerbated by the
influx of non-Britísh migration (Mclaren' J-987:85 ) .



general beliefs and concerns upon which the notion of race

suicide in the U'S. were based.

ff we are ever to ripen and perfect our
civilization we must not depend upon the
pauperized villages of Europe, the deserts of
asiã, and the jungles of Africa for our
population.

Birth control among the poor is needed for
themsel-ves, but birth-release among the upper.
classes is a greater necessity, both for their
own welfare aÃd the salvation of the nation'

Nations composed of mixed races are weak in most
of the thin-gs that make for national strength and
progress' l,acking the unity of traditions,
ia.ãIi"tn, and national spirit, they are liabIe to
have excessive individuafism and turn to
materialistic goals. (Prof. R. Sprague, chair of
economics and sociology in Massachusetts
Agricultural College, ln Literarv Diqest, Feb'3,
1977:244),

Eng Iish-speaking peoples are reproducing
thémselves from-the bottom, not from the top' of
course the death rate is higher among these lower
classes of society, but it is not enough higher in
any way to offset their exceedingly high birth
..i..".'In other words, the net fertility of the
undesirabl-e cl-asses is greatly in excess of the
net fertility of the desirable classes '

This arrangement requires only tv¡o or three
generationÃ to bring about sucl' a high degree of
íaciaI decadence as-to result in sudden national
coIlaPse.

We would welcome a decline in the birth rate of
some cl-asses of the population, but the difficulty
is that the tendency tòward declining reproduction
is among the very classes that are necessary to
nationaÍ developirent and solidarity, whereas the
inferior classeÀ continue to reproduce in a
vigorous fashion ("Col1ege vfgmell,?ld Race Suicide"
in Ladies Home JournaI, ApriI, 7922r58],'

The concept of 'race suicide' had been popularized in

North America by President Theodore Roosevelt. Indeed/ a
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number of articfes attest to alarmist speeches nade by the

president. For example, in 1906, Ladies Home Journal printed

a report from the white House which stated that,

Race suicide, as it has been appropriately caIled,
must, with certain classes and sections of the
community, be recognized as one of the appalling
facts of the present day ("Mr. Rooseveft's views
on Race Suicide" in Ladies Home Journal ,1906:19)

It is evident that while the Anglo-Saxon poor were

considered to be inferior to the middle and upper classes,

their offspring were cons.idered to be preferable to those of

immigrant s .

Excessive birth-control by those well- able to have
families sufficient for the nation's growth
weakens the nation at every point, necessitates
the irnportation of indigestible foreign
elements.. .weakens patriotism, and brings about a
mj-xture of races which makes confusion of morals,
dearth of art and literature, and conflicts
between classes.

If the insufficient birth rate of the upper
classes were to continue and we were obliged to
get our increase in numbers either from the
overflowing poverty-stricken fanilies of foreign
countries or from the poor cl-asses of our own
population, I shoul-d say, from the point of view
of national welfare, let the increase come from
our own people reared under our own flag,
language, and customs even tho in poverty. The
adoption of birth-control by poor families to the
extent that it ís practised by the economically
higher cl-asses wil-1 condemn this continent forever
to be not only the mixing-bowl of the worId, but
the scrap-heap of the races (Prof. R. Sprague,
chair of economics and sociol-ogy in Massachusetts
AgriculturaJ- Co1Iege, in !_i!e¡a¡y__0.1_Se E!, Feb. 3,
I9I7 t244) .

There is an honest difference of opinion as to the
rel-ati-ve worth of our children of native stock as
compared vrith those who have generations of
foreign breeding as their background, but I think
there can be l-ittle dispute as to the inevitabLe
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change that will come to all of our time-honored
traditions if this state of affairs continues
("The high cost of babies" in Ladies Home
Journal-. Oct, 1922 40:13 ) .

The fact that canadians were aware of the situation in

other countries is evidenced by the following two editorials

in Saturday Night that discuss similar situations in

England, Australia, and the U.S.

In view of some of the facts that the different
censuses recently completed are bringing to Ìight,
a great many people wiII be inclined to query as
to whether the Caucasian is pfayed out (editorial
in Saturdav Niqht July 6, 1901:4).

In the following editorial, President Roosevelt is quoted:

Three or four centuries from now will the United
States of America be a white man's or a black
man's country? And if it is a white man's
country, wilI the white man be Angl-o-Saxon or a
mongrel breed of principally S1av, Latin and
Semitic admixture? (editorial in Saturdav Niqht,
March 7, 1903: 1) .

One recurring theme is that of the 'inferior' c.Lasses

exerting a divisive force either through their entry into

poJ-itics or their agitation in the workforce. Several

articl-es cíte a concern for the entrance of the lower class

into the political structure:

Year by year we are adding to this enormous class
that finds itself unwelcome in the world. They
thoroughly understand their position and proceed
to intrude, as unwelcome persons always do, and as
they grow in intelligence and a knowledge of
public affairs they will find that the unwelcome
entrance is, after aJ.l, the keystone of the
political structure ( "The world seems filled with
unwelcome children" in saturdav Niqht, Nov.
21,J-896:6)

Twenty years from now.,.Canada will be controlled
by the foreign vote. It is a1Ì right to instil-
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Canadian ideal-s and standards in the Anglo-Saxonf
Canadian-born chiId, but down in the 'Little
Italys' of our cities, and in the Russo-German
sêttlements of the west $¡e have eight or ten
chil-dren where lhere are at most about two in the
Canadian home--and votes count not by race or
education but by numbers. " ("The luxury of
children, " ín Macleans, 1921:53 ) .

rn the west, "prairíe radicalism" had become a problem

as conflicts arose over the railway and the tariff. Farmers

began to form cooperative movements to fight against high

freight rates and low prices for agricultural products

(Keafey, 7974),

,..the prairies contain too many people who are
not becoming Canadianized in any sense of the
word. They are the indigestible lumps in the form
of foreign settl-ement on one klnd and another in
aJ-I parts of the west. These people not only do
not speak English but manifest no desire vrhatever
to learn. They have no conception of Canadian
ideas. Neverthel-ess they are becoming opulent and
powerfuÌ,

It is arnong these foreigners that the "red"
agitators have worked with greatest success. Many
of the immigrants brought in ideas of a
dangerously social-istic and revolutionary
characterf particul-arly those from Russia and the
German countries ("The menace of the a1ien", in
MacLeans oct, 1919 !31 ) .

Although the problem was initiated in the productive

sphere, it Lras portrayed as being located in the

reproductj-ve sphere. women were not fulfilling their

traditional role as mothers; as a result there was a

shortage of Anglo-Saxon children. The feminist movement and

the movement of women into the public sphere were hefd

accountable.
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Anolher phenomenon coinciding with the decline in
the birth-rate is the feminist movement of the
last thirty years.It seems cfear in consJ-dering
the physiology and psychology of the race, present
and future, that the stock of human J.ife, our one
real national asset, must like every other sound
permanent economic system, be divided into capital
and income, and that, whj-Ie men represent the
income, to be used and spent by each succeeding
generation as need arises, the women to a large
extent must be considered as capital , to be spent
sparíngly in the present, to be husbanded
carefully for the future, thus to give credit and
stabifity to the whole fabric of national fife.

It cannot be doubted that the duties and
privileges of motherhood and family life are
incompatible with the caÌLs of certain careers,
and with the temptation to seek an apparently
larger sphere of immediate action and inffuence in
the rough and tumble of industrial, social- and
political Life. Surely it is more than a
coincidence that the perÍod of growth of the so-
called feminist movement is also the period of
decline of the fulfilment of the essentially
womanly duties, with the fall in the birth-
rate, and maintenance of an infant mortality too
high, largely owing to the prevalence of
artificial- methods of feeding ("The Extinction of
the Upper Classes", in Livinq Aqe. Aug. 7,
1909:3s3-4 ) .

However, there was an apparent desire to limit family

size in both the lower cLasses and the upper classes,

al-though the underly.ing reasons differed somewhat. ln 1904'

Saturday Night printed the following account of the 'race

suicide ' problem in Australia:

Witness after witness readily came forward and
admitted that they had no children because they
didn't want any. Indeed, the report leads one to
beLieve that a very large portion of the people
regard the raising of families as an undeserved
hardship, sometimes unavoidabLe, but none the less
irksome on that account ("Things in general" in
Saturdav Niqht, July 16, 1904:4 ) .



And it is not al-one in the higher and middle
cLasses that this spirit holds sway, the artisans
and l-aborers have also begun to lêarn the lesson:
a very simple form of reasoning having brought
them to thè belief that the fewer young mouths
there are to feed the more will there be for the
old ones ("Superfluous woman" in Saturdav Niqht'
March 15, 1913:31).

The portrayal of women's participation in the public

sphere as responsible for the decl-ine in fertility is

witnessed by linkages of the declining birth rate with

f e¡nínism, \,Jomen' s higher education,

wo¡nen in business. Implicit in the

notion that women's participation

wornen in politics and

following messages is the

in the public sphere was

not only self-indutgent but also purposeless.

Taken together, the prolonged holiday and the
mixing of women in poJ-itics have converted the
ideal home into something quite unlike that of a
generation ago' For the present at least, the old
ideal of womanhood seems to have gone into
something like an eclipse and the natural maternal
instinct has been converted into a passionate
desire to be the mother of a new bill in
parliament. To go to the core of the whol-e
ùnnatural situation, one is forced to come to the
conclusion that selfishness is responsible for it
aII ("Things in general" in .9ê!.urd€y--N.!Sh!, July
1,6, L904.2) .

The w.c.T.U. had much better quit their crusades
against the smal-l vices of the male sex and devote
tñemselves to an agitation against race suicide
and other tendencies of their own sex. Instead of
working with might and main spying out the doings
of tobãcconists they night be more profitably
employed scrutinizing what the druggists are doing
in- prõviding means to keep children from being
borñ, and the causes which l-ead to the use of such
things ("Things in general" in Saturday Night'
JuIy 16, I904221.
(emphasis added).

The following quote refers to 'race suicide' in Australia:



Besides the epidemic of unionism, the women vote--
consequently they cannot be expected to descend
very willing]y to the menial occupation of raising
chil-dren, once regarded as a woman's most
honorable employment. ("Things in general" in
Saturday Night, JuIy 16 | 7904:4 (editorial)'

The perceived solution to this problem was for each

Angl-o-Saxon family to have three to four children. An

example of this view is given by Stephen L,eacock:

It is quite impossibJ-e for women, the average and
ordinary women, to go in for having a career.
Nature has forbidden it. The average woman must
necessarily have,--I can only give the figures
roughLy,--about three and a quarter chlldren. '..
If she fails to do this the populat.ion comes to an
end ("The woman question" in Macleans' Nov. 12,
191538).

Similar views were expressed by American comnentators 3

If present conditions are allowed to continue it
can be shown with mathematical certainly that the
families of the present upper classes, with their
share of the good qualities of our race, will
simply cease to exist...In order that a natj-on
should maintain its numbers unaltered, an average
of about. four chil-dren must be born to each
marriage which produces children at all ("The
Extinction of the Upper classes" in Livinq Aqe,
Aug. 7, 1909:346 ) .

Unless the average married couple has three
children the race cannot by any possibility
perpetuate itself in numbers under any
conditions . . . unles s the average married couple
capable of having children has four children the
raòe wil-f not increase (President Roosevelt' "A
Premium on Race Suicide" in Outlook, Sept. 27,
1913:164).

Merely to sustain the population and not to
increase it, every narried wornan capable of
bearing chil-dren must, as an average, bring to
maturity at l-east three children ("Birth-Control
and Race-Suicide" in Literarv Diqest' Feb. 3,
7977 2244) .
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It is thus evident, in studying infant mortality
rate, that every women who does bear chiLdren must
bear at least four to enable the race to hold its
own. Race suicide confronts us if every child-
bearing mother does not, on the average, produce
these four offspring ("college Women and Race
Suicide" in Ladies Home Journal, April,1922z58).

The conception of children also began to change' This

Ís evidenced by not only an increase in child-centred

reforms but afso by numerous references to the 'val'ue' of

adequately raised children to the state. For example,

referring to a 'revolution in human values, and especially

the value of childhood" Helen MacMurchy stated thatf

Obvious as the discovery is, we are only now
discovering that Empires and States are built up
of babies. Cities are dependent for their
continuance on babies. Armies can be recruited
only if and when we have cared for our babÍes
(ontario Sessional Papers, #9, 791,0231 .

The state is beginning to discover that children
are a tremendous asset which it can not afford to
allow to run to h¡aste through neglect, bad
rearingf or bad training on the part of parents or
teachers ("Building up thê infant's character", in
Macleans, Apri1, 1916:85).

We are beginning to take pride in breeding
pedigreed human stock instead of confining
ourselves to horses and dogs and poultry.
children are coming to be as desirable adornments
as they were in the days of the Roman natron
("The saner, kinder, worship of the race" Ín
MacLeans, JuIy' 1920 ! 68 ) . (emphasis added)

President Roosevelt stated that,

The hope of our amendment lies in the possibility
that we may come to a better appreciation of the
pleasure there is in raising good children as
compared hrith any rive interest that attracts us.

The race may go hang, for all of us. But if more
of us can come to fee1, what is true, that the
right kind of children pay enormously in love, in
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entertainment' in a1l things that make fife
desirable, we may come to raíse more of them.
("The dearth of chil-dren" in Harper's Weekly,
Feb.28, 1903:349 ) ' (emphasis added)

Child care consequently became a patriotic imperative

and woman's mothering function correspondingly grew in

importance to the point where national survival was depicted

as dependent upon wonen's acceptance of their "proper" role

(Bacchi, 1983; Strong-boag 1982). consequently, a woman who

did not have children was portrayed as sociaJ-ly

unacceptable.

There yet remains one function which is in the
excl-usive possession of the woman, and no means
have been discovered up to the present time by
which it can be better performed. That is the part
she plays in the propagation of the species. 

-oepriveã of this excuse for existence, the female
of the human race becomes entirely a parasite (in
Macfeans, Dec. l-908: 111 ) .

Fashionable women and those $¡ho wish to be thought
fashionable are openly declaring that motherhood
when it goes beyond two, or at most three,
chitdren, is nolhing but slavery' and neither for
the sake of perpetuating the honored names of
their husbanãs, nor for the future benefits of the
state, will they make martyrs of themselves
( "superf luous women" in .Ê-ê!-CEdey-Ài-S¡!, March 15,
1913:31)'

That a considerable and increasing element of our
population is becoming unwilling to rear children
cannot be seriously denied and, in so far as this
unwillingness is due to a seLfish shirking of the
expense' Iabor and responsibility involved, as
exþressed in the familiar phrases, "Don't want to
be bothered with children", "ChiJ'dren j-nterfere
with your having a good time" it should be visited
with the severest reprobation ("Superfluous woman"
in Saturdav Niqht, March 15, 1913:31).

Biologic morality... glorifies and exalts, as both
the highest racial duty and the most Precious
lndlvíåuaI privilege' the production of chil-dren
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by those who are both personally fit to bear and
f-inanciatly competent to rear children who will be
of value tõ tne State (Dr. woods Hutchinson, in
"The saner, kinder worship of the Race", in
UeçIeg¡g, March l-5, 1920]..

I am a believer in the equal-ity of the sexes, but
not in the equality of sex; for here the
advantages aie all- \^tith the women' For has she not
almost èxclusively in her keeping the world's
future--the rnfanl soldier?" (Dr' w.I^¡. chipman, in
Macleans, Oct. 15, 1921:58).

The following quotes from statements made by President

Roosevelt portray women who did not fulfil this duty as

contemptible:

Àmericans who are so cold-hearted and so selfish
as to distike having children are in effect
criminals against the race, and should be objects
of contemptuous abhorrence to ál-l healthy people
("The dearth of children", in HarÞer's weeklv,
Feb. 28, 1903:349).

But the man or woman who deliberately forgoes
these blessings, whether from viciousness
coldness, shallow-heartedness, self-indulgence, or
merê failure to appreciate aright the difference
betvreen the all-important and the unimportant--
why, such a creature merits contempt as hearty as
an! visited upon the soLdier s¡ho runs away in
battle, or upon the man who refuses to work for
the support óf those dependent upon him, and who,
though àble-bodied, is yet content to eat in
idleness the bread which others provide.

The Existence of Women of this type forms one of
the most unpleasant an unwholesome; features of
modern life. If any one is so dim of vision as to
fail to see r^¿hat a thoroughly unlovely creature
such a woman is, r wish he would read Judge Robert
Grant's "Unleavened Bread, .... ("The American
Woman as Mother" in Ladies Home Journal , July
190s:4).

But the woman who, whether from cowardice, from
selfishness, from having a false and vacuous
ideal, shirks her duty as wife and mother, earns
the right to our contempt' just as does the man
who, from any motive, fears to do his duty in
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Mother) Ladies Home Journal, June, 1908:11).

I do not believe in reckless marrÍages, where the
man is unablê to support a ltife, nor in couples
who recklessly and thoughtlessly have multitudes
of children whom they are unable to bring up
proper1y...But this form of reckless and brutaL
selfishness is not as wicked as the cold,
calculating, and most unmanly and unwomanly
sel-fishness which makes so many men and women
shirk the most important of al-I their duties to
the State ( "A premium on race suicide" in The
Outlook, Sept-, 27, 191-3:164).

But as the world respects the man who works, and
the soldier who fights, so it gives credit in
stiJ.l greater degree to the married woman who
performs her part of this great duty.

As society originates in the family, so does the
State, so does government or authority." Tersely
stated, no family, no State. " (President
Roosevelt, in Ladies Home Journal, Feb.1906:19 ) .

5.3 DTSCUSSTON

Valverde (1991) states that the racist fears about

Anglo-Saxons being overrun by more fertil-e "races " pervaded

Canadian politics and society throughout the period from the

1880's to the mid-1920's. From the above evidence, it
appears as though there were two underlying objectives in
the perceived amelioration of race suicide. The first
objective was to increase the birth rate of the Anglo-Saxon

working c1ass, decrease the infant mortality tate and

'elevate' the lower class to middle class standards. Here

the focus appears to be more on adequate mothering Ín order

to produce rnorally (by middle class standards) and
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physically heal-thy children. The second objective appears to

have been to increase reproduction in the middle c1ass. This

is evidenced by the unprecedented amount of pressure that

\4'as put on middle class women to reproduce.

The above data indicate that the call for adequate

reproduction was not onJ.y for quantity' Rather, it was for a

specific type of child: one that was white, Anglo-Saxon' and

imbued with middle class values. As Boyer states, reformers

atlempted to create a 'cohesive, organic community bound

together by an enveloping web of shared rnoral and social

val-ues'(1978!33).

Valverde (1991) suggests that the class basis of the

'social purity' movement is not a simplistic matter of

middle cl-ass reformers imposing their values on working-

class communities. Ratherf the new middle sub-cIass, which

v¡as composed of professionals and managers' was as concerned

to make itself as to make others. She further suggests that

the doctors, clergymen, and women employers of servants who

made up the reform movement did not expect j-mmigrants, and

prostitutes to live and think exactly like middle and upper-

class Anglo-Saxon Canadians' Rather, it was to ensure that

the power of the WASP bourgeoisie would appear as

legitimate. In other words, one aim of social purity was to

establish a non-antagonis tic capitalist cl-ass structure, not

to erase class differences.



Chapter vI

,. IDEOLOGICAL MESSAGES CONCERNING WOMEN

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The responsibility for the prevention of race suicide,

which entail-ed the reproduction of sufficient numbers of

Anglo-Saxon children, was relegated to women. However, the

perceived need for women to reproduce occurred, not co-

incidentalfy, at a time when the new economic system

encouraged. and sometimes demanded women's entrance into the

pubJ.ic sphere. This contradiction resulted in conflicting

ideological messages in the media concerning women's

appropriate roles. Although the debate evolved around the

participation of both working class and middle class women

in the workforce, many of the messages \'¡ere directed to

middle cfass women, particularl-y since their participation

in the workforce was, for the most part, out of choice

rather than necessitY.

A range of messages, written mostly by middle class

women and,/or femÍnists, were criticaL of the consequences of

futl ti¡ne home-making and portrayed positive images of women

in the workforce. These messages described women's feelings

of uselessness and frustration in the home as wel-l- as the

72
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successes of women who had entered into business and a

l-imited number of Professions.

Since women's place had traditionally been in the home'

however, it appeared as though the demarcation between

public and private spheres was being bl-urred' Moreover' as

women began to gain some measure of control over their

access to resources, the potential existed for a change in

social relations between men and women. Due to the perceived

seriousness of the dísruption that was evident in the

private sphere' countervailing messages, (written by a

diverse group that included middle cf'ass women, maternal

feninists, reformers of both sexes ând eugenists), negated

women's participation in the public sphere and urgently

pushed for their return to the traditions of the private

sphere. Thus a form of debate ensued between those factions

who endorsed women's participation in the public sphere and

those who saw women's proper sphere as being the home'

The themes presented in this chapter are congruent with

the general theme of race suicide' They are intended to shed

some Iight on the confticting messages concerning women's

roles that appeared in the medj-a' I have organized the data

as follows: In the first section I have cited several

examples of messages that presented a positive image of

women in the workforce. FoIlowing these illustrations' I

have documented messages that describe wonen's unsuitability

to the pubfic sphere and reinforce the legitimacy of the
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pubfic sphere as men's domain. In the second section, I have

documented messages that describe women's suitability to

the private sphere and elevate motherhood.

The data indicate that the problem of a falling

fertility ratè among native-born Canadians was portrayed as

being, for the most part, the resuLt of women's entry into

the public sphere. It is also evident that the solution to

the problem involved returning women to the private sphere

and inducing them to reproduce.

I have quoted extensively from an article in the

American Journal of Sociology by Leta Hollingworth, entitled

"Sociaf Devices for ImpeIling Women.to Bear and Rear

Children". My reason for quoting her work is to illustrate

that there was some measure of awareness at this time of the

attempt to control women's reproduction.

6.2 POSITIVE MESSAGES CONCERNING WOMEN'S ENTRY INTO THE
PUBLIC SPHERE

As stated earlier, one resuLt of industrial capitalism

on the role of middle class women was an increase in leisure

time. women's shrinking role in the household had resulted

in a loss of significance in home life and a quest for

futfilment. The f oll-owing are examples of a number of

articles written by women that attested to feelings of

uselessness and frustration.

I want to know why it is that I, a well-brought up
lady-like (excuse my sel f-conceit-but this is the
remark people make of me) girl, am so utterly
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helpless and dependent. I have not been taught
anything that is of the slÍghtest earthly use to
anybody in the whole worl-d. Of course I can sing
correctly; but have no special power or compass of
voice.. As a pianist I am a brilliant success, and
yet a humbug as regards the science of music. I
can sew--fancy work; but I could not cut out and
'buifd' a dress, even if I v¡as never to have
another. I am self-conceited enough to think I
have extremely good taste in such matters as a
critic, yet I don't see how I could turn my good
taste into a single solitary doIlar if I had to
(canadian Monthlv, 1889, vo1 4,t6241.

The following quote iÌlustrates the type of message

that was critical of women's role in the home:

One of the most pathetic spectacles in life is
that of the faded, outgrown wife standing
helpless, in the shadow of her husband's
prosperity and power, having sacrificed her youth,
beauty and ambition-nearJ-y everything that the
feminine mind holds dear-to enable an indifferent,
selfish, brutish husband to get a start in the
worId.

I believe most women feel- this terrible depression
of the monotony of their lives, the Iack of that
stimufus which comes to the man from constant
change.

MuLtitudes of women in this country today are
vegetating in luxurious homes, listl-ess,
ambitionless, Iiving narro$/, rutty Iives, because
the spur of necessity has been taken avray from
them, because their husbands, who do not htant them
to v¡ork, have taken them out of an ambition-
arousing environment ( "How a wife is kept in the
background"f in Macleans, April, 1908375-77lr.

The public sphere became extremely attractive to

increasing numbers of middle class women. A number of

articles, also written by women, describe the success of

r\romen who had entered the public sphere at a level equal- to

men, "filling with great capacity a post that is generally
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befieved to be in the sole prerogative of men" ("Some

Canadian women in Business" in Macleans, Dec. 1914),

Industry, at Ieast, admits the fact of the woman's
individual existence, of her individual
contribution to production, of her individual-
right to Live as well as to labor, to have her
labor measured, the burden of Ít weighted, the
product of it known, valued, priced, and paid. In
the home, on the contrary, her l-abor is lost to
sight; none of the evils of her situation there
are known, her work there is not so much as
credited with being work ("The work of wives" in
Macleans, 1909:68 ) .

Intelì.igent women no longer $rant to be
economically dependent. Therefore business has
become more attractive than marriage. The
reluctance of the gifted women to enter matrimony
on the old terms is a modern manifestation.

Much of the significance of the old home life has
been lost. Modern conditions render the home
inevitably a very different place from what it was
some generations ago...In the oId days the woman
in thê horne genuinely earned her own "keep". For
the first time in centuries, the woman who remains
in the home is really "supported" by her husband, "
Formerly she more than supported hersel-f . ( "Where
are our strong mothers" in Saturdav Niqht, June
1.9, L926t2I),

The following quotes refer to the effects of the war on

women who were now holding positions that hrere previously

men's and speculates on what will happen after the war:

!{hat is the reaction on the individuaL women?
Facts ans\^'er good. Some may overstrain but
overstrain in a good cause is not so destructive
to character as rotting from idleness or the bl-ue
fungus of social envy and discontent.

What is the reaction going to be on the home?
Facts have already answered that, too. Steadier
nerves, fewer "jumps", stronger bodies for
motherhood, a new sense of responsibility, little
souls redeemed by consecration to service instead
of self .



We'If never go back to sissY
new change in woman's wor1d"
1918).

jobs again ( " Strange
in Macleans, Oct.

6.3 A RANGE OF MESSAGES INDICÀTING WOMEN'S UNSUITABILITY TO

THE PUBLIC SPHERE

Concomitant to the messages illustrating women's

dissatisfaction with the private sphere as weIl as the

positive effects of the public sphere, a v¡ide range of

negative messages portrayed women's unsuilability to the

public sphere. They appl-ied specif.ically to vTomen's

participation in previously male-dominated arêas,

particularly business and potitics.. The most frequent themes

that portrayed women's unsuitability to the public sphere

were 1) their unsuitable biological make-up and 2 ) the

detrimental effects that their participation in the public

sphere had on the familY.

women were portrayed as psychologically less stable

than and j-ntelLectually inferior to men. A woman's

reproductive functions were considered to be the controfling

factor in her personality and physiology. As Lewis states,

"The gigantic power and ínfluence of the ovaries over the

whole animal economy of women meant that women's

constitutions were believed to be inherently unstable

throughout the life cyc]e" (1990:5). This notion was also

used to justify their I j-mited role possibilities.

the main feature of this unfitness seems to l-ie in
the simple fact of a woman being a womanr and in
all- that womanhood invoLves and implies, both as
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regards physicaf and social- functions. This
statement is vague, but he who runs may read, and
read into it much that cannot be said here, and
that need not be, since it is a part of common
daily experience. ( "women's suffrage", in
ygç_fegnq, June. 1907 : 104 ) .

The only occupatj-ons in the public sphere that suited

women's rnake-up were those involving service and nurturing

such as volunteer work or service professions such as

nursing, medicj-ne, teaching and social work. The rol-es

'Iegitimateì-y' open to women incorporated the nurturing

qualities that vrere supposedly inherent in women. None of

these options threatened previously male-dominated roles or

altered the ideological prernise that women were best suited

to tasks that involved nurturing.

6.3.1

In order to reinforce the negative image of women in

the public sphere, such women were portrayed as ludicrous or

unattractive. Indeed, Hollingworth cites public opinion as

one of the social institutions that she defined as 'devices'

for controlling women. She states that,

Thus the desire for the development of interests
and aptitudes other than the maternal is
stigmatized as "dangerous, " "degrading' ,
"indicative of decay" (L9I6 224 ) .

Billington states that, "Once \^tomen ' s behaviour

expanded beyond the traditional- constraints of gender they

were stigmatized in terms of stereotypes of 'masculine'

women, and ridicul-e and doubt were cast upon their sexual
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normality and respectabitity' " Certain styles of dress when

adopted by feminists were interpreted as being unfeminine'

Spectacles, for example, were considered unattractive

(1983366?). This is illustrated in the following quotes3

Then there rose up in our own time, or within call
of it, a deliverei. It was the Awful Woman with
the Sþectacles, and the doctrine that she preached
was wõman's Rights. (stephen Leacockr "The woman
question" in Macleans Nov.12 ' 1915:8 ) .

The overdressed, idle dowagers' the matrons with
their too-gay frocks, their too-full days their
too-rich foods' the girls, alI crudeness,
artifice, alI scheming openly for their own
advantage-where among them was happiness? ("The
luxury óf chitdren" in Macleansf March L,
1921:s3).

Moreover, it was suggested thai women in the workforce

would have more difficulty in f indj-ng a husband:

women do not generally meet their matrimonial fate
in the office or storè where they i'¡ork.. .This is
because the girl who works a! his elbow l-oses the
indefinable, -iffusive charm of the girl whom he
idealizes when she is not around ("The Influence
of Business Life on Women' in Macleans, 1907:61)'

6.3.2 Bioloqical inferioritv

Both implicit and explicit in many of the artj-cles was

the notion of the biological inferiority of women' Because

it was contended that women were intuitive, emotional, and

incapable of quantitative reasoning, it followed that they

lacked the abilities to compete in a male-dominated narket

such as business or Politics.
In body, mind, feeling and character women are by
nature designed to play a part different from that
of men, and aII the diiferences which characterise
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personal and not general, domestic and not public
("The emancipation of women" in Saturday Niqht,
OcL,24, J-891:5).

It is Nature's wiII that v¡oman should be inferior'
as inferior she was, to the end that peace and
tranquillity might be secured in the home, women's
true sphere ( "women's mental capacity" ín Saturdav
Nigh!, Feb. 18, 1899:7 ) .

Mental power is based on physical strength.
women as a sex are nervous and emotional . ..These
afflictions miLitate against her intellectual
perfection. They impair her mental powers in some
measure and retard her rise in the scale of
intell-ectual being....the physical weakness of
woman will- forever bar her from that equality
("Wornen can never become man's intellectual equa1"
in Saturdav Niqht, Jan. 76, 1904r1).

But, it must be admitted that the emotional nature
of woman, all valuable as it i's as an incentive to
many activities in the home and beyond, ís not to
be rel,ied on for guidance when the matter in
question is one in which the hereditary instincts
and intuitions of her sex cannot he1p, and which
calls for farsightedness, broadmindednes s , Iogical
reasoning and impartially--in short, for a1I the
qualities which go to make what we cal-I a well-
balanced mind ("l^Iomen's suffrage" in Macleans,
June, 1907:104).

For the pursuit of business her head is all- wrong'
Figures confuse her. She lacks sustained
attention and in point of morals the average woman
is even for business, too crooked.

PracticaLly all of the world's work is open to
vromen now, wide open. The only trouble is that
they can't do it. There is nothing to prevent a
woman from managing a bank, or organizing a
company, or running a department store, or
floating a merger, or building a railway. --except
for the simple fact that she can't...("The woman
question", in Macleans, 1915:8 ) , (emphasis in
original )
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6.3 .3

Because s/omen were physically and mentally unsuited to

the public sphere, it was porlrayed as having detrimental

effects on women's delicate constitutions'

Apart from these special considerations there is
ihe general increase of v¡ear and tear, and of
mentãl and nervous strain, upon the more delicate
frame and constitution of woman'

Then, again, consider the effects which the
åxciiemént of a Parliamentary election, or of any

"påãi^i 
potitical agitation, public meetings and

i'fie :-ike, might havé upon many women in "delicate
health", and especialty those of the less
frotectåa classès l"women's suffrage" in Macleans '
June,1907:108 ) .

The main problem with women in. the public sphere was

seen in its effect on the family/children ' A number of

articles were addressed specificall-y to the damaging effects

of the workforce. one of the strongest statements r^'a s made

by Hefen MacMurchy, who bl-amed 'ignorant mothers' for infant

deaths: "When the mother works, the baby dies' Nothing can

replace maternal care" (ont. Sessional Papers, #9, I9lozl-7\ '

It is upon these women, the better-educated 'better-'nouris hed, better-equipped young women of
ihe great middl-e class that the business life

"*"rf" 
its most dangerous fascination, leading.

them from the heartñstone, with its possibilities
ãi-f.ã." to the great forge of commerce, on which
heait and soul máy be battered with relentless
blows.

Business success for the woman does not mean
domestic or individual happiness, and on the whole
a business life makes for restlessness,
selfishness and discontent.

She was a veritabfe butterfly, not because a
butterfLy l-ives an existence of perpetual play'. 

-
but becairse it spends its time f J'itting constantly
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here and there, not happy, just restless ' never
satisfied ("The influence of business life on
women" in Macleans, oct. 1907 :57-60 ) .

Neglected children and dirty, ilI-kept homes are
the natural concomitants of the employment of
married women'.. the damage done cannot entirely
be measured by mortality figures, for these take
no account of the impaj-red vitality of the infants
who manage to survive to swell the ranks of the
degenerate ( "The work of wives", in ggçlCglg,
1909 ! 66 ) .

6.3.4 Portraval of business as a leqitimate career for
men onlv

women's activities in the public sphere such as

business or politics were portrayed as 'secondary'. Both

explicit and implicit is the notion that business v¡as a

legitimate career for men only. There are several references

to working women as "the Superfluous Woman" as wel-1 as

aLlusions to the uselessness of women's careers.

You may just now find all-urement in the freedom
you enjoy as a breadwinner for yourself, but look
forward twenty years. The fact that the
Superfluous Woman however her success may vary in
her attempt to be useful in the economy of
creation, has never succeeded, nor ever can
succeed, in being happy.

we may expect that the mothers of men will stand
forth on that day¿ and not the lady orators, and
poets, and novelists, and organizers, and
reformers, and other Rebellious Susans, whose work
wilL be known for idle mummery when aII is
Finished ("ConfidentiaL letters to a young lady"
in .$e!-U-Edêy- Nig¡!, March 14, 1896:6 ) .

The f ol-lowing statements il-lustrate sex-stereotyped

expectations in roles and emphasize the separation of public

and private spheres:
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... living again 1n the pleasures of her
daughters and the anbitíons of her sons--has more
joy in the cup of her life than aI1 the famous
spinsters (emphasis added )
("Confidential letters to a young lady" in
Saturdav Niqht, March 14, 1896:6 ) .

With a man, business is a permanent career, an end
which he never permits to drop out of sight. with
the average woman it is merely expedient.

... the woman who sacrifices herself to business
success can leave only a few tangled skeins in
office or store for some other woman to straighten
out. ("The infLuence of business 1ife on women" in
Macleans, oct. 1907:58 ) .

The fair sex is by temperament mental-ly unfitted
for struggle in the open arena--Any professional
employment has for her the aspect of a temporary
makeshift or an amusement--her ultimate thought
generaffy is and should be marriage ("The failure
of the Professional Woman" in Macleans' Sept.
1908:93 ) .

6.3.5 Reference to successful business women as anomalies

A number of articles attest to women's success in

formerJ-y male-dominated positions. Thus the possibility

existed that these women would act as role models. This was

countered by referring to successfuL women as anomalies:

IndivÍdual women will rise to a high state of
intellectuality as they have done in the past' but
the sex as a whole will never catch up with man
("Women can never become man's intell-ectual equal"
in saturdav Niqht, Jan. 16, 1904:9).

A few 'gifted' "sports" will earn a handsome
livelihood, but the woman question in the larger
sense will not move one inch nearer to solution...
(Stephen Leacock, "The woman question" in
Maclçans, Oct. 1915:8).
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6.4 MESSAGES ADDRESSED TO WOMEN'S HIGHER EDUCATION

The following statêment, made by Hollingworth,

indicates that a similar debate raged between those who

pushed f or r,¡omen's higher education and those r^¡ho saw

women's education as being

detrimental to thej-r traditional patriarchal roles '

In the latter half of the nineteenth century when
the hard battle for the reaf enlightenment of
women was being fought, one of the most frequentfy
recurring objections to admitting \'¡Ôme n to
knowledgé waÁ that "the population would sufferr"
"the eséential nature of wóman would be changed, "
"the family wouJ-d decay, " and "the birth rate
would fall" ( 1916 3 26 ) .

Bacchi notes that people such as McGill's Principal

Wil-liam Dawson stated that women's higher education and the

mental discipline it required would benefit the chifdren who

would eventually be in their care (1983:1L0).

However, as women began to receive a higher education,

they demanded a more fulfilting life. Education onfy

heightened their sense that something was missing in the

home. This is evj-denced in the following quote:

Since the higher discovery of woman in the last
century a new order of things is being brought 

-about.- Women are becoming less and less dependent
upon men and more inclined to live their own
lives....The girt of today expects a liberal
education and l-ooks forward to a career of her own
("How a wife is kept in the background" in
Macleans I ApriI, 1908:75).

Numerous articles, written by women, described the

benefits of obtaining a college degree, particularly in

previously male-dominated professions. These articles had
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titles such as "Colfege women bl-aze new trails" (Macleans,

.Tune 15, 1921 :60 ) and promoted such prof essions as

agriculture, conmerce, vetêrinary medicine and law for
wonen. One articl-e specifically refers to the possibility
that women might use a degree in law as a vehicle for
implementing change:

She nay satisfy her creative instincts by moulding
public opinion so that our man-made laws may be
revised to make the worLd fairer and more just to
womankind. It is vTomen alone who wiII bring about
these radícal. changes and who but women lawyers
should lead the way? ("Women in Law", in Macleans,
April 1, 1920:781

It became evident to reformers that women.s higher

education was having a negative effêct on maintaining a

distinction betvreen the publ-j-c and privatê spheres. Thus in
thê same fashion that increasing numbers of messages in the

media portrayed women,s participation in the workforce in a

negative light, so did a range of messages portray women,s

higher education in any field other than domestics as

unimportant¿ or at best, J.ess important than their duties in
the home.

Results of an American study showed that women married

later and that a direct relationshíp existed between college
education and low birthrate. These statistics were first
published in the United States (Harper,s Weekly, Feb.28,

1903) and were subsequentl-y re-printed in Canada in Saturday

Night in 1903. Another sLudy was documented in Ladies Horne
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Journal in an article entitLed, "Co11ege women and Race

Suicide" (April, 1922229).

In an editoríal-, Ladies Home Journal printed an address

delivered by President Roosevelt before the National

Congress of Mothers j-n Washíngton:

The \^roman should have ample educational 6

advantages; but save in exceptional cases the man
must be, and she need not be, and generaLly ought
not to be, trained for a lifelong career as the
f amj-Iy bread-winner' and therefore, after a
certain point the training of the two must
normally be different bêcause the duties of the
two are normally different...On the whole, I think
the duty of the woman the more important, the more
difficult, and the more honorable of the two; on
the whole,I respect the woman who does her duty
even more than I respect the man who does his
("The .American Woman as a Mother" ,.luly, 1905 Vol".
XXXII No, I p.4 ) .

In number of articles, the value of a college education

for women was negated !

The fundamental trouble is that men and women are
different creatures, with different minds and
different aptitudes and different paths in l-ife.
There is no need to raj-se here the question of
which is superior and which is inferior (thoughf I
think, the Lord help me, that I know the answer to
that too).

. . . it might be better for their sex to cul-tivate
the things which were best suited to their minds. .
In all that goes with physical and mathematical
science, $'omen, on the average, are far beLow the
standard of men. There are, of course, exceptions.
But thêy prove nothing...There is an elephant in
the zoo that can count up to ten, yet I refuse to
reckon myself his inferÍor.

The plain fact is that, after a girl has spent
four years of her time and a great deal- of her
parents' money in equipping herself for a career
that she is never going to have, the wretched
creature goes and gets married ("Leacock roasts
co-education" in Macleans, Jan. 75, 1922t281,
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Proud as we are of our educational system, we
cannot close our eyes to the truth that it is for
our girls, at a certaín period in their life, a
most unwise one.
But when the baby-wornan begins to assert her life
by excessive nervousness, irritability 'iñactivity, and sluggishness in the erst-t^thile
active, well-poised' sv¡eet-tempered girIs, not one
of the iron bands with which she is bound is
rêlaxed....when she grows up, puny and ill--fitted
for her duties as wife and mother--a nervous
wreck--the cause is sought for in every direction
but the right one ( "Training for Housework" in The
Canadian Masazine, 1893 vo1 13 634).

If woman strives for intel- lectuality she must give
up beauty; either that or we must all modify our
iãeas of the beautifuf in woman. Thinking is hard
on pretty faces. It brings wrinkles and mars
curves ("Woman can never be man's intellectual
equal" in Þe!-UIdey-N¿Sh!' Jan. 16,1904:9).

Although women were discouraged from entering most

professions, it was difficult to prevent their entry into

the universities. There was an alternate solution to barring

women from universities, however. A new branch of higher

education in the form of 'domestic science' was stressed for

wemen. This type of education fifl-ed several purposes3

Women could satisfy their desire for a higher education; yet

with this type of specialization, women $tere not only

unequipped to enter male-dominated professions, but they

were taught skil-1s that woul-d improve their performance in

the home .

Reformers such as Adelaid Hoodless, co-founder of the

National Council of women pushed for an educational system

which \,¡oul-d traÍn girls for domestic tife. Between 1893 and

1908 domestic science courses were established in the public
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schools of thirty-two canadian cities. In 1894, the Hamilton

School of Domestic Science opened and in 1900 a Hamil-ton

Normal School for training teachers of Domestic Science was

established, with government aid. Homernakers' Cl-ubs and

domestic science schooLs formed part of the Agricultural

Co1leges of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Macdonald College in

Montreal, opened a School of Household Science and in 1918

Mccill announced a course for women leading to a Bachelor of

Household Science (Bacchi, 1983:95). It was suggested that

such subjects as math and science should be applied to

matters reLated to the home. Steps were taken to channel

women into the service professionsr'or, to improve the

conditions to marry well and perform their future role as

wives and mothers (Smith, 1981:24 ).

The aim nowadays is not only to educate young
Ladies in the general classics' but to train them
to become skilled mothers and useful home-wives. A
knowledge of music, Ianguage and drawing is.very
good, but after all not so essential to their
úelfare as initiating such lady-scholars into the
ways of becoming usefuf wives as vrell as patient
mothers ("London Ladies letter" in .Êglg¡dg¡¿
Niqht, March 21' 1896:3 ) .

Those who were somewhat alarmed at the numbers of
girls who were ffocking to fectures at the
úniversities finally came to the conclusion that
those subjects hitherto supposed to be eminently
feminine in appeal must be presented in modern
scientific faãhion, if they were to hold their own
with the modern maiden (Ontario's Home for
Household Science" in Saturdav Niqht, Feb. 1,
1913: )

At present no economic truth has been more
convincingty accepted than the truth that the
sanity and safety of state institutions rests on
and iã inseparably connected with the sanity and
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safety of the people' s homes ("The Latest Science-
- Housecraft" in Macleans, April-, 1915: ).

Every effort was rnade to elevate housework. An articfe

entitled "Queen Mary as Housekeeper" has as subheading, "The

virtue of domesticity is exemplified in our Queen"

(Macleans, April, 1915:45). Articles such as "The Latest

Science--housecraft " (Macleans,1915) ârgued for the

application of the physical sciences to housekeeping.

A 'scientific' basis gave legitimacy to arguments that

were directed at keeping women in the home. With the

Ínvention of 'domestic science'' women were channelled into

a form of higher education that was 
. 
not detrimental to their

traditionaf roles. In addition, housework was re-defined as

a scientific profession and elevated to a challenging

activity. The scientific management of the home entaifed

extra work--the new managerial tasks of analyzing household

chores in detail. As Ehrenreich and EngJ-ish state, "the

Domestic Void began to fiII. old work was invested with the

grandeur of science; new work--chal lenging ' businesslike--

was devísed" (Ehrenreich and English, 1978:J-64). As middl-e

class women wêre swept up in the tíde of progressiveness and

social reform, the notion of progressiveness facilitated

their acceptance of many of these arguments. Ehrenreich and

English note that,

rt was not only gullible womenr or conservatives,
who e$braced the experts, but independent-minded
and progressive vtomen, even feminists. The
experts were "scientific" and it seemed that only
science could vanquish ignorance and
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injustice....To ignore the dictates of science was
surely to remain in the "dark ages" (1978.291,

6.5 A RÀNGE OF MESSAGES ELEVATING MOTHERHOOD AND PORTRÀYING
CHILDREN AS ASSETS.

The solution to the problem of 'race suicide' appeared

to have required both a return of women to the private

sphere and the reproduction of an adequate number of

properly raised children. The previous section has

illustrated messages that were negative in that they

attempted to discourage women from entering the pubJ-ic

sphere. Ho\^¡ever I even if women returned in the private

sphere, the problem of children being seen as a burden

remained. Thus it was necessary to invoke an ídeological

change that \^tou l-d induce women to have children. It appears

as though t\,¡o strategies were intended to achieve this

purpose! 1) the elevation of motherhood and 2) the portrayal

of children as assets.

6.5.1 Positive messaqes indicatinq wonen's Euitabilitv
to a nurturi-nq role

While women's participation in male-dominated areas was

negated, their participation in the home v¡as celebrated.

Home/motherhood was portrayed as women's destiny. While

\^¡ome n were portrayed as unsuited to the public sphere, they

were alleged to be biologically suited to the private sphere

and their participation in it was highJ.y lauded. As Mclaren

notes,
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Her role was determined by her reproductive
function...lf she was dissatisfied with it the
answer was not to wrench her from her natural
calling and plunge her into an unequal contest
from which she could onfy merge defeated and
ernbittered; the answer \^¡as to provide her with the
support necessary to permit her to fulfil more
adequately her function as childbearer (1990:20).

The biological characteristics that made women unsuited

to the public sphere made them particularly suitable to the

home, In this manner, the private sphere took on an aura of

inevitabiÌity for v/omen. This is illustrated in the
following quotes 3

ft q/as Nature's wiII that the woman should be
inferior, as inferior she was, to the end that
peace and tranquillity might be secured in the
home, woman's true sphere ("women's mental
capacity" in Saturdav Niqht, Feb. 18, 1899:7).

But, it must be admitted that the emotional nature
of woman, all valuable as it is as an incentive to
many activities in the home and beyond, is not to
be relied on for guidance when the matter in
question is one in which the hereditary instincts
and intuitions of her sex cannot help ("women's
suffrage", in Macleans, June, 1907: 104 ) .

Ho\{ever, as previously stated, there was no parti.cular

advantage to having large numbers of children. This was

recognized by Hollingworth, who cites the following:

Children add to the weight of the struggle for
existence of their parents. The reLation of parent
to child is one of sacrifice. The interests of
parents and children are antagonistic. The fact
that there are or may be compensations does not
affect the primary relation between the tv¡o. It
may well be believed that, if procreation had not
been put under the dominion of a great passion, it
would have been caused to cease by the burdens it
entails. (Sunner, 1906, in HoIlingworth, L916:19).
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Thus it appeared as though 'motherhood, ' which was

previously an occupation that received relatively little

attention in the media, would require re-concêptuali zation .

Bloch (1978) notes that prior to the nineteenth century,

periodicals portrayed women as exquisite beings -beautifuJ- '
delicate, pure and refined. The second ideal defined women

as a help-meet. Good wives were defined as pious, frugal,

and hard-worki-ng. Neither of these ideals emphasised

motherhood. Despite the fact that women usually tended small

children more than men, motherhood did not receive

particular emphasis in the literature prior to the

nineteenth century. Bloch suggests'that this was due to the

fact that the relationship between mother and child was

taken for granted and thus did not receive particular

notice. "The rearing of children was evidently considered a

far too mundane and undistinguished to warrant idealization"

(1978:108).

By the early twentieth century, motherhood received

increasing attention in the media, and, in addition, was to

undergo a substantive redefinition. It not onÌy came to be

seen as a separate entity from other household duties, but

also came to be perceived as more important than wifehood.

Infant care came to be viewed as an occupation that required

special expertj-se. Tasks that had earlier been regulated by

unwritten custom no\,r began to be matters for extended

analysis. As motherhood was deemed a more demanding
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responsibiÌj-ty than it had been earlier, women were

portrayed as particularly suited to rearing chitdren. Not

only did they have the physiology to bear babíes, but they

also possessed the mentaÌ quafities to care for them. Bloch

(1978) notes that although women were also idealized as

virgins, wives, and Christians, it was their role as mothers

that was defined as the most prestigious.

The folLowing data indicate a substantive redefinition
in the role of motherhood in the early twentieth century. In

this reconceptual ization, motherhood was not only portrayed

as the normal status for women, but the occupation of
motherhood itself was elevated.

6.5.2 Portraval of motherhood as the normal status for
v¡omen

Motherhood was portrayed as an instinct inherent in aIl

'normal women'. This was recognized by HoIlj-ngworth as

another of the 'devices, that were used in the ,social

control' of women. She writes that,
There is, to be sure, a strong and fervid
insistence on the "maternal instinct, " which is
popularly supposed to characterize aL1 women
equaIIy, and to furnish then with an all-consuming
desire for parenthood, regardfess of the personal
pain, sacrifice, and disadvantage involved
(1916:20).

As weLL as promoting women,s biological suitability to
the home, motherhood was portrayed as the normal- status for
women. Hollingworth stated that, "The medical- profession
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insistently proclaims the desire for numerous chil-dren as

the criterion of normality for women, scornfully branding

those so itl-advísed as to deny such desires as "abnormal"

(7916:22).

women were born to be mothers and men to be
fathers, and any evasion of the respons ibiL ities
of nature is just as certain to bríng about
unhappiness, ill-health and improper thoughts as
the violatíon of the ordinary rules of digestion
is certain to produce the hypochondríac' the
dyspeptic and the dipsomaniac.

Our reason will- never supersede our instincts, and
the greatest and most powerful and ennobling of
a1f instincts, those of paternity and maternity,
are the ones which wiLl be our best guides in
making the worl-d as good and as reasonabl-e as it
ought to be (Saturdav Niqht, June 6' 1896r1).

For the present at l-eastr the old ideal of
womanhood seems to have gone into somethÍng l-ike
an eclipse' the natural maternal instinct has been
converted into a passionate desire to be the
mother of a new biII in parliament (emphasis in
original) "Things in general" (editorial), in
Saturdav Niqhtf July 16' 1904:1).

A few generations of business women cannot
overturn the divine plan of human life. You cannot
stifle affection and mother love by the clatter of
looms and the clack of type-writers ("The
Influence of Business Life on Women", in UgçlCClq,
Oct.1907:61).

Since women were biologically suited to the private

sphere, and motherhood was the 'normal and natural'

occupation for women, it then followed that v¡ome n who did

not want children were abnormal-, Hollingworth stated that:

Thus has been evolved the social type of the
"womanly woman, " "the normal woman, " the chief
criterion of normality being a willingness to
engage enthus iastical ly in maternal- and allied
activities (1976222).
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She cites the New York Times, September 5, 1915:

"Normally woman lives through her children; man J-j-ves

through his work. " She goes on to state that, "No one

wishes to be regarded by her fell-ow-creatures as 'abnormal'

or decayed' (I9L6z22\.

To go to the core of the whoLe unnatural
situation, one is forced to come to the conclusion
that seLfishness is responsibÌe for it all
(emphasis added) ("Things in general" in Saturdav
Niqht, July 16, 1904 r 1) .

There are a few abnornal v¡omen who hate children,
and therefore have no right to become mothers.
Normal woman finds her happiness in the
multiplicity of small things that make for
contentnent (emphasis added) ("The inf J-uence of
business life on women" in Macleans, Oct.
L907:57 ) .

A man or woman without the desire for children is
as rare and contemptible as a man without a
country ("The saner, kinder $¡orship of the race"
in Macl-eans, March 15, 1920t731.

6.5.3 Elevation of Motherhood to a hiqher status

In order to induce women to procreate, the image of

motherhood was exal-ted and its positive aspects were

described. Hollingworth suggested that,

The drudgery, the monotonous 1abor, and other
disagreeable features of child-rearing are
¡ninimized by "the social guardians". On the other
hand, the joys and compensations of motherhood are
rnagnified and presented to consciousness on every
hand. Thus the tendency is to create an illusion
whereby motherhood will appear to consist of
compensations onfy, and thus comè to be desired by
those for whom the illusion is intended
(1916r21).
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The pleasures of motherhood and the sentimental value

of children were described in a number of articles ' Children

were portrayed as desirabl-e for their own sake as a source

of happiness:

No loyalty is rnore prominent or beautiful than the
loyaliy o-f a well tiained chitd to a respected
father-and mother, and almost without exception
those who have the largest families are most
blessed in thís Particufar.
The modern man or woman puts his or her stake all
on one or tl¡o cards, and when they fail to win,
the dismal gap which yawns in front of their
hearth is wídèned and-deepened by the thought of
the many sins against domesticity, against-
maternity, agai;st what God intended, which both
have beei gui:.ty of who sit and stare across the
chasm at one another

Tt should be the príde of every women to bê a
mother, and until she has a Ìittfe one that
softens and beautifies her life she is not really
a woman; she is only a femal"e (in Saturdav Niqht,
June 6' 1896:1).

The woman who sacrifices herself on the domestic
altar may leave behind her a living, breathing.
memorial- in the sons and daughters who revere her
memory/ and who hands down to posterity the
inf l-uence of her strong characterr an ever
widening circle for good ("The influence of
businesé life on womèn" in Macleans, oct ' 1907 :58 ) '

TncidentalIy, when they show this sordid and
selfish cov¡ãrdice they deprive themselves of that
highest type of earthly happiness -which is to be
foúnd only- in the compãnionship of the husband and
wife who ùith deep and tender consideration" 'care
for the healthy and happy children whom it has
been their supieme blessing to bring into the-
world ("a preinium on race suicide" in The outfook'
Sept. 27, 1913:164).

If they went to technical night schools to broaden
their èulturer they might study anything from
cooking to French and greek architecture, but
there úou1d be never a-class in ¡nothercraft with
the irresistible personal appeal of a Iive,
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cherubic baby splashing in a tub ("The luxury of
children", iñ Macleans, March 1, 1921:53)'

Motherhood became a science. No longer were mothers to

rely on instinct, which was associated with lower forms of

l-ife. Rather, motherhood became a f ul-l--tine profession which

required the use of schedules and formulae for chil-d care'

Techniques of mothering were now taught by 'experts' such as

doctors and psychologists who imparted knowledge of the

newest developments in the fieId.

Even in a business as o1d as mothering, instinct
is not enough. So it see¡ns there has been
something wiong in our whole system of education,
which ofiers nó training in the most common of
woman's profes s ions --mothercraft ("Mothercraft' a
New Science", in Uêç-ICe-ng ' Dec.J.917:113)'

Thus motherhood became a difficul-t and challenging

career. Where in the pre-industrial home the mother-child

relationship had been shaped by the daily tasks and children

learned from practical experience, the new concept of child

rearing meant teaching the child specific skills and

discipline. As Lasch states, motherhood and "housewifery"

themselves came to constitute satisfying "careers" which

required special training in "homernaking" (1977!10)'

We have had scientific training and technical
training for every species of workers on earth,
but mothers-motheis who produce all other workers-
-but housewives who care for all other workers
( "The latest sc ience--housecraft " in Uêç-f9-e-n-g.,
191s: ).
So it seems there has been something wrong in our
whol-e system of education, which offers no
training in the most connon of women's
professions.
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There's an amazing field for study back of the business
of mothering' even in this one humble feature, the
sacred little wardrobe that women have been making for
centuries ("Mothercraft--a new science" in Macfeans,
Dec. 1917:113).

It is generally conceded by all thinking women
that tñe one big event in any v¡oman's life is her
motherhood¡ thai the world before the event i-s
quite a different place from the world after the
évent ("Preparing women for the Greatest of
Professions" in Mac1eans, Oct. 15, 1921).

Writers in the U.S' expressed similar views:

Mothercraft shoutd be taught in season and out of
season in our educational system. Motherhood
should be el-evated and extolled in the eyes of our
young $¡omen from the Iater years of high school
throughout their col-lege careers ("College Wonen
and Rãce Suicide", in !ê-dj€-g--EqmC-.g$ r!4, April,
1922.29 | .

6.6 DTSCUSSTON

The messages that appeared in the media indj-cate a

conflict between the roles that women were beginning to play

and their traditional patriarchal rofes. It appears as

though many of the messages concerning l'/omên in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were intended not

only to induce women to reproduce but also to rnaintain a

cl-ear line of demarcation between the public and private

spheres .

According to socialist feminists, the control of

reproduction through the potitical subordination of women is

a necessary feature of cl-ass societies. In the early

twentieth century, women's cornpetition in previously male-

dominated roles raised the possibility of increasing
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equality with men. fn order to exert controf over women's

reproduction' the solution appeared to be to keep women in

the reproductive sphere (in a subordinate position)' In

order to faciLitate this, patriarchal ideology was invoked

in a number of forms. Messages attested to women's

biological inferiority to men as well as their unsuitability

to the public sphere. The role of women as childbearer was

extolted and given scientific status. It l^tas further

strengthened by the portrayal of women's mothering function

as a patriotic imperative. Eventualfy, women's ideal image

came to be that of 'mother.'



Chapter VII

IDEOLOGIES OF THE LATE NINETEENTH AND EARLY
TWENTIETH CENTURTES

7.I INTRODUCTION

As previously stated, the period under study showed a

l-ack of fit between the new economic system and the old

familial patriarchal system. Ursel (1984'1986) has

documented the state's response to the ensuing imbalance

bet\nreen production and reproduction. through Iegislation'

While the structural contradiction caused by capitalism have

been documented, however, the interaction of the ideologies

that accompanied the new and old systems has not been

studied. This study indicates that each system was

accompanied by its own ideologies that were at times

incompatible and thus resulted in contradictions'

The ideoJ-ogy that pre-dated capitalism differed

considerabfy from that which accompanied emerging

capitalisn. Prior to the advent of wage labour, each

individuaL and family had a place in the community that was

defined by specific rights and duti-es' fndividuals were born

and lived out their lives with l-ittte possibility of change '

There was fittle elenent of choice, particularly in women's

Lives. As Ehrenreich and English note' "women were born,

100
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grew up' and aged within the dense human enclosure of the

family (1978:13). Under a system of familial patriarchy' the

patriarch had control of all family members ' Their work was

clearly delineated and the authority that they were to

foflow was clear.

The family was a unit of production in which the

household was both the producer and the consumer of goods '

Economic success depended on co-operation, as each member of

the fanity contributed his or her labour to the collective

enterprise. Thus ' the dominant ideology of familiaf

patriarchy stressed collective respons ibility '

As previousfy stated' fami lial ' patriarchy was

characterized by pro-natalism while social patriarchy came

to be characterized by anti-natalism' To date, this shift

has been explained by the shift in children's economic value

from assets to liabilities (Peikoff & Brickey,l-991)'

However, while this explanation is effective in explaining

the decreasing birth rate in the working c1ass, it does not

adequately explain the decreasing birth rate among the

emerging middle c1ass. while children had become

increasingly expensive, children's Loss of economic

usefulness was not an issue for the middl-e class' However,

an understanding of the conflicting ideologies accompanying

the change in children's 'value' l-ets us examine the shift

to an anti-natalist society in more depth'
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.1 .2 IDEOLOGIES ACCOMPANYING CAPITALISM

The ideology of the pre-capitalist era was not

favourable to emerging capj-talism. rndeed, a number of the

values that benefitted capitalism's grov¡th v¡ere

diametrically opposed to those of an agrarian society' on

the other side of the coin, while a market ideology

benefitted capitalism, it was detrimental to reproduction'

The result of this contradiction was a falling fertility

rate.
Abercrombie (1980) notes the ideology that is most

widely regarded as definitive of bourgeois culture is

individuafism (1980:137). The ideolôgy of individualism and

the free market benefitted capitalism in several ways:

First, as capitalism had resulted in a widening gap of

inequality between cfasses, the justification of unequal

power and wealth necessitated the creation of a cl-imate of

opinion favourabLe to capíta1ism, ie' one that $tould

legitimate the structures that led to inequality' To this

end, bourgeois ideology promoted upward mobil-ity through

independent efforts and pushed for competitiveness based

upon economic setf-interest as the natural basis of society'

Blame for the lack of material wealth then fel-I on the

individual hrhose poverty was the result of incompetence or

laziness. This ideology served to both increase the

incentive .of labourers and to mask the structures of

inequality by holding the poor individually responsible for
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their own predicament. The notion of individualism and self-

improvement through competition also served to maintain

fragmentation in the working class. Abercrombie (1980)

identifies ' respectabil ity' and improvement' as sub-

ideotogies of individualism. 'Respectability ' was a value

that embraced a cluster of attitudes and behaviour,

including self-help and independence. "The respectable man

refied on his own resources to make provision for hinself

and his dependents. . . It was part of a bourgeois conception

of a free, competitive and mobile society, in which

hierarchy was based on achievement, which offered the

individual a chance of prosperity" .(1980:103).

Another ideology accompanying capitalism was that of

consumerism. In an effort to extend the marketf capitalists

promoted the consumption of goods and services. Moreover,

when business came to see the family/home as a market, the

nation's corporate leadership faunched a concerted effort to

promote consumerism. As zaretsky notes, the family received

a new importance as a market for industrial commodities. He

states that, "As a result, American domestic and personal

life in the twentieth century has been governed by an ethic

of pleasure and self-gratification previously unknown to a

labouring class" (1976:68). Dorothy Smith (1981) refers to

the promotion of material goods as a measure of success as

'conspicuous Leisure' and'conspicuous consumption'--a

product of corporate capitalism in the l-ate nineteenth and
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early twentieth centuries, The realization of the importance

of the family as consumers is evident in the following

quote:

Every other sort of institution has been described
by them with minuteness¡ the rise and fall of
guilds and companies and measures and methods.
But the vital spot whence all- industrial effort is
derived and where all wages are translated into
expenditure has, by a curious irony, been
overlooked ( "The latest science--housecraft " in
Mac1eans, April, 1915) .

7.3 CONTRADICTIONS IN IDEOLOGIES

Emerging capitalism resul-ted in a number of

contradictions that affected the reproductivê sphere. one

reason for this was that just as the structures of

capitalism and wage Labour were anti-natal-ist in effect, the

ideology accompanying capitalism was also anti-natalist.

Capitalism's need for an ideology that stressed consumerism

and individual- achievement precluded the desirability of

large fanilies, even amongst the more affluent. The

ideologies that were necessary to not only legitimate the

structures of capitalism but aLso to extend the market

conflicted with capita.I.ism's long-term need for an adequate

population base. This was further complicated by the rising

cost of raising children. Thus while consumerism and the

maintenance of 'appearances' furthered the market, they also

affected the reproductive sphere, upsetting the previous

balance belween production and reproduction.
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Both individualism and consumerism, as well as the need

to keep up appearances were seem by reformers as one of the

causes of the falling birth rate:

It is not exactly a new thought to say that ute are
facing, not the "high cost of living, " but the
"cost of high 1ivín9, "
There can be no doubt whatever that our young
married people of natj-ve stock have, in aLmost
every way, departed from the ways of their
ancestors . . . Standards of living have changed
materially in the last thirty years (S. Josephine,
Baker, M.D,, , "College Women and Race Suicide", in
Ladies Home Journal , Oct. l922t13\.

Under our economic circumstances in proportion as
humanity struggles toward comfort, independence
and intellectual J.ife, it ceases to brêed ("Does
Canada Want Population" in Macfeans, Nov. 15,
19222201.

For the middle class, expense is mentioned frequently

in the media as a deterrent to having children. In this same

article, the author suggests that this phenomenon is

specific to the middle class in the U,S., and contrasts the

middfe cfass situation to that of 'foreign' families, for

whon "¡nore mouths to feed nake little difference in their

scaLe of living". Thus it appears as though it is not that

the middle class could not afford children; rather the cost

of children precluded the maintenance of 'appearances'.

...many mothers, or would-be rnothers, are thinking
in terms of expense. fs the high cost of babies
the reason why fewer children of native parentage
are born than was the case when living and the
probJ-ems of keeping up with what we cafl "American
standards" was a simpler proposition than it is
now?" ("The High Cost of Babies, in !q!Lts--@.
Journal-, oct, 1922: 13 ) .
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The push for upward mobility and the display of success

through material vtealth had begun to take precedence over

Iarge numbers of children.

The native-born population, in the struggle to.
keep up appearanðeã j-n the face of the increasing
èomþ"titi-ãir, fails to propagate itself, commits
racä suicide, in short, whereas the immigrant
population, being inferior, and having no-.-
äpþ"ututt"." to keep up propagates itself like the
tiãn or the sea 1"ine-cãnaãián rmrnigration Policy"
in canadian Maqaàíne (1907-1908) vot ' xxx p' 360)'

In the foltowing quote, children are promoted as 'luxuries':

"The pendulum has already started on its rêturn
swing and in the reasonably and honestly
succéssful classes of the nation, fair-sized
families are beginning to be looked upon as -.
desirable luxuries, quite as well worth spending
money upon as autornobil-es or fine horses or balls
and äinirers . . . Chi ldren are coming to be as
desirable adornments as they were in the days of
the Roman matron" (in Ugç-Igg¡g, March 15,
1920:68 ) '

The middl-e and upper classes were singled out by

reformers as being the worst offenders' This is evident in

the f ol-l-owing quotes, which also illustrate Smith's concept

of 'conspicuous Ieisure' :

Probably one of the most conpticated and
distresåing questions discusÀed by the class whÍch
desires to háve leisure, is whether or not
chj-Idren are a burden ("Around town" (editorial)
in SaturdaY Night, Nov.21, 1896:1)'

Is the decrease because the poorer peoplet the
iaboring classes are becoming more provident and
unwiJ.liñg to enter upon the holy estate of
rnatrimonf until they are better provided with the
world's loods?.. 'It is the middle classes who
offend iñ tt¡is, and the reason is the growing
self-indulgence of the age.
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The second cause of the prevalent low birthrate is
the increased use of artificial checks to
fecundity. ("Low birthrate: its causes and results"
in Saturday Night, Mar. 2, I90Lz2l.

The fact is, we have made no population, we have
made no money' we have incurred sentiment which is
averse to maternity, to large families and the
respons ibil ities cãused by many children' This is
on1! a phase of that impulse in both. sexes which
is êelf-inaulgent, unnatural, and which,almost
universal-ly pioves to be unhappy...until she has a
little one tñat softens and beautifies her l-ife
she Ís not really a womani she is only a
femaIe...UntiI the man has offspring that
not ashamed to acknowl-edge he is simpJ-y a
person; he is not really a man (saturday
June 6, 1896: 1) .

The plain truth is that in the respectabl-e classes
of sõciety married people prefer a Ford car to a
baby. '. (Stephen Leaèock, in Macleans, Jan' 15,
19222281,

7.4 CONFLICTING MESSAGES

The contradictions that resulted in a lo\'tered fertility

rate gave rise to conflicting messages given to women ' where

the prevailing ideology of capitaLism stressed values such

as individual-ism consumerisn, and an ethos of leisure, these

same values were judged according to patriarchal values and

tabelled as 'selfishness' in women. In other words, where a

market ideology was stressed in the larger society,

patriarchal vaLues were stressed for $¡omen '

Many of the messages were either implicitly or

explicitly aimed at middle class women:

It is not those who have the excuse of povertyt
but the mercantile, the professional and the
leisure classes who are the culprits, because,
forsooth, childbearing interferes l'¡ith their

he is
ma le

Night,
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personal comfort' with their. position in society,
their pl-easures, their sel f -indulgence, and
everytiring must be sacrificed to these ( "Low
birtirratei its causes and results" in ge!.Urdgy
Niqht, Mar. 2, 19 O 1 : 2 ) . ( emphas is added)

Pleasure-seeking has come to be regarded as the
most legitimate of Professions.

The age at which marriage takes place was found to
¡ð reñar*a¡Iy early, buÈ these marriages are. only
it ^ 

tt.ty fimite¿ -number of cases, followed by the
birth of children...The report finds that the
ártificial ty-decreased birthrate is accompanied by
what must bã regarded as an almost equally- 

-artificiaf rate of mortality among the children'
Improper foods, artificial substitutes for the
nuf.ttãt nourishment of children, an a general
neglect on the part of the nothers, who are too
muðh occupied in enjoying thenselves to devote
much time to their offspring, are the only causes
mentioned July 16, 1904 editorial ("Things in
genèral" in Sãturdav Niqht, Ju'Iy L6, 1904:1)'
(emphasis added )

The taste for luxury, the desire to have the best
ãi everything, and ãs much as possible of it; with
the leaãt amóunt of trouble, and a minimum of
worries, .is the great enemy to growth of
population ( "Supérf luous wóman" in Eê!-U ¡.dey--NigÞ!,
iìaich 1s, tÒrg:-st¡. lemphasis added)

No mother has an easy timerand most others have
very hard times; and yet the true mother would
barter her experience of joy and sorrow in
exchange for ã life of cold selfishness, which
insistã upon perpetual amusement and the avoidance
of care, äna i^'frið¡ often finds its fit dwelling-
place in some flat designed to furnish with the
ieast possible expenditure of effort the maximum
of comiort and of l-uxury, but in which there is
Iiteralty no place for children? ("The Modern
Mother' -in Ladies Home Journal' July. 1905:4)'

As previously stated, seLfishness and greed were

inplicit values that accompanied success in the capitalist

economic structure. where individualism and achievement

through competition were stressed in the public sphere'
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howeverrwomen qrere asked to attend to the collective needs

of the country. Their failure to produce adequate numbers of

children was referred to as selfish and unpatriotic.
Nothing could be more disastrous lhan her failure
in this regard, and, from a biologic point of
view, no triumph or achievement of man, however
brilliant or spectacular can compare in dignity,
in nobleness, and in value to the race with the
bearing of children("The modern mother" in
Macleans, .'TuJ.y, 1920:68 ) .

When all is said it is
only, who is a better
soldier who fights for
the one supreme asset
more important by far
statesman or busines s
(President Roosevelt,
IN

No piled-up wealth, no splendor of material
growth, no brilliance of artistic development,
wil] permanently avail any people unlêss...the
average woman is a good wife, a good rnother, able
and wilLing to bear, and to bring up as they
should be brought up, healthy children, sound in
body, mind and character, and numerous enough so
that the race shall increase and not decrease
(President Roosevelt, cited in "The American woman
as a Mother" in Ladies Home Journal JuIy, 1905
vol XXXII No. I p.3-4).

Another contradiction caused by changes in the economy

was women's potential for stepping outside of patriarchal

control which occurred at a time of perceived need to

control- reproduction. As a result of improved technology,

the possibility of a higher education, and an ideology that

stressed equality, it appeared as though hypothetically
women could have been on the brink of attaining equality in
the workplace, The same ideology that stressed individual

achievement and the possibility of equality for aII classes

the mother, and the mother
cÍtizen even than the
his country. . .The mother is

of national life; she is
than the succes s fuI
man or artist or scientist
cited in "SuccessfuL Mother''
, June, 1908: 11) .
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was promoted by feminists as applying to women as well". In

other words, an ideology that stressed equality had given

women's demands for equality with men (particuì-ar1y in the

workforce) a rational basis. Therefore' where upward

mobitíty through individual achievement in the labour force

was stressed for men, these val-ues were portrayed as selfish

and purposeless for women. women \^'e re asked to remain in

theír homes and forego the possibility of achieved success

in the public sphere.

The woman wage-earner is today the nations' most
serious sociological problem, its most insidious
menace. Legis lation. . . cannot stem the constantly
swelling tide of intelligent women who are fleeing
the homè life to seek careers 'in the various
fields of money-making. From the ranks of these
women, future statesmenr law-makers and l-aw-
breakers will spring, and millions of future
mothers are being trained for the pitiJ-ess warfare
of wage earning rather than for the gentler but
more potent art of home-making.

There are, ín particular among htomen of the well-
to-do class, an increasing number of divorces, and
the increasing tendency to race suicide ("The
influence of Business Life on Women" in Macleans,
Oct. 1907 :57 ) .

There is in women a like intelligence, activj-ty
and passion--like and coordinate but not identicaL
with that of man, equalty valuable but not equal
by rneasure, and this works best in the home, that
ié to say, the sphere in which \'¡omen act at their
highest is the family ("The emancipation of women"
in S-e!-U-Edey--Nj-g¡!. oct. 24' 189L:5) .

The most honorable and desirable task which can be
set any woman ís to be a good and wise mother in a
home marked by self-respect and mutual
forbearance, by willingness to perform duty, and
by refusal to aink into self-induLgence or avoid
that which entails effort and self-sacrifice ( "The
llrnerican woman as a Mother", in !êdieS--U-qmg.
Journal, JuIy, 1905s4).
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7.5 DTSCUSSTON

Both structural changes and the contradiction in the

ideologies of familial patriarchy and capital-ism resulted in

a disruption in the reproductive sphere. Children had become

liabilities for bÕth the working cfass and the middLe cl-ass '

Eor the working class, the ideology of consumerism was

cornpounded by their inability to afford the cost of rearing

children. For the middle class, an ethic of leisure and the

attainment of respectability through the material display of

success prectuded the desire for large numbers of children'

women, as members of both classes, were affected as weII as

men.

It appeared as though for women to remain j-n the

private sphere and attend to the perceived reproductive

needs of the country, the values of traditional famiLial

patriarchy would have to supersede those of the market'

Therefore, the values of familiaL patriarchy, which included

a sense of community, self l-essness ' nurturing, and

subservience, were promoted in women even though in their

position as consumers and members of a given class the

messages that they received v¡ere those of the market. As

women and reproducers, the messages that they were given

were cLearl-y patriarchal.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCI,US ION

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study has been to shoht the

i-mportance of incl-uding ideotogy j-n a study of social

change. Indeed, the role of ideology can be seen throughout

the events described in this study.

The negative side effects that resulted from industrial

capitalism appeared to threaten the' future of the system.

Reformers who by virtue of their middl-e class position had a

vested interest in the new economic order and sought to

promote consensus among the classes through a homogeneity of

vaLues organized along very specific class, gender, and

racial/ethnic characteristics.

The articulation of the problems as 'race suicide'

showed the existence of a general climate of racism and

class bias. In order for the explicit allegations of

inferiority and undesirabitity of races that were not Angl-o-

Saxon to be a) articulated by individuafs in positions of

authority and b) widely accepted, the presence of an

overarching ideology that allowed for an emphasis on race

and cl-ass inequality was necessary. The solution to the



problem of 'race suicide', \^¡hj-ch entailed an increased

reproduction of Anglo-Saxon children, showed the ínfluence

of patriarchal ideology embedded within a world view that

legitimated class and race distinctions.

The route taken by reformers and the state to

amel-iorate the crisis in reproduction involved both material

and ideological elements ' Concrete state action took the

form of the enactment of labour, family and welfare policies

which not only kept women in a subordinate position' but

al-so created legislative distinctions that delineated the

importance of their role as reproducers. while these reforms

had a considerable impact on shaping public awareness as to

the roles for women that were considered to be acceptable,

the apparent acceptance of patriarchal ideol-ogy by middle

cfass women was facilitated by strong patriarchal messages

in the media .

one premise of social-ist feminism is that patriarchal

control over reproduction is asserted by means of material

contïol- over women's access to resources. While legislative

reforms contributed materially to the maintenance of

patriarchy j-n working class women, this study il-Iustrates

how patriarchal messages in the media facilitated the

apparent acceptance of patriarchy by middle class women.

The ideology that surrounded capitalism originated in

the public sphere: the values of consumerism, self-

improvement, competition, and individualism were beneficial
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to its legitimation and continued success. These vaLues,

however, were incompatibl-e with those of familial patriarchy

which had now become associated with the private sphere' In

Iight of women's increasing ently into the public sphere, it

appeared as though if women were to remain in the ascribed

role of wife and mother, and particularly if they were to

sacrifice their opportunity for setf-fulfilment via success

in the public sphere' it was essential that they reject' at

least to some extent, the ideology of individualism and

self-fulfitment that $ras promoted for men. For women to

remain willingly in the private sphere and assume total

responsibility for raising children, it appeared necessary

that they continue to structure the'ir lives according to the

values of familiat patriarchy that were seen as congruent

with, and beneficial to, reproduction.

In the period being studied, however, increasing

numbers of women (particularly those of the middle and upper

classes) were attaining higher leveIs of education'

Moreover, the early feminist mÕvement had begun to agitate

for women's equality. Whether out of necessity or the desire

for a more fulfilling 1ife, women had begun to enter into

the public sphere, and htere competing with men for

previously male-dominated positions. Not onl-y did it appear

as though there $tas a blurring of the distinction between

public and private spheres, but the possibility existed that

women would attain equality with men.

tr4



As previously stated' Smuckêr (19?7) has suggested that

the ability of dominant groups to remain in authority in

liberal societies Iies with their creativity in uniting

symbols of diverse meanings into new contexts ' While the

manner in which the dominant ideology is symbolically

expressed may be transformed, the ideological themes remain'

In this study, the patriarchal- values that were promoted for

women did not take the exact form as those of familial

patriarchy, but changed in context to incorporate the

progressive ideologies of the era' In other words' the

dominant ideology of patriarchy adapted ín order to become

more palatable in a time of threat to its authority' Thus

where patriarchal val-ues were defined earlier in religious

terms, they came to be defined in scientific, medical' and

patriotic terms. As middl-e class women as wel-I as men had

become swept up in the 'progressíveness ' of the era'

patriarchal ideology was vested with the authority of

science and Patriotism.
where self-fuIfiIment, a prominent ideology that

accompanied capitalism, was to be attained for men via

success in the public sphere, women's self-fuLfilment was to

be attained in the home. For women, the questionable

fulfilment attained in the pubtic sphere was weighed agaÍnst

the damages inflicted upon the home and children' women were

encouraged to 'choose intelLigently between the domestic and

the business life' and adopt the 'gentler but more potent
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art of homemaking' rather than business. Those women who

desired a higher education were channelled into 'domestic

science'--which served to not only eJ.evate the private

sphere to a 'professional' 1evelr but also prevented them

from competing in male-dominated professions.

The maintenance of a separation between public and

private spheres was couched in rhetoric alluding to women's

inherent unsuitability to the public sphere as wefl as their

suitability to the private sphere. The messages gained

credibility by the fact that the growing popularity of

rationality and science was .injected into the oÌder premises

of patriarchy, giving a scientific basis to arguments that

were blatantfy sexist. Support for' women's inherent

qualities such as tenderness and intuition came from the

newly deveJ.oped social sciences as Herbert Spencer stressed

the biologicaf assumptions of female passivity and

"specialization" in the areas of nurturing. As Lewis states,

"Such a belief system tended to elevate women's capacity for

reproduction into a moraL and social- duty" (1990:3). Thus'

although the form that the ideological messages took varied,

their essence, which lay in the concept of a sociaL order

premised on patriarchal authority, remained intact.

8.2 THE IMPACT OF IDEOI.,,OGY

The patriarchal messages given to women resulted in

varying dimensions of success. As for inducing women to
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reproduce farger numbers of chitdren' the birth rates show

that they were not successful, as the fertility rate

continued to fall until the third decade of the twentieth

century. In this case the disincentives for reproducing

large numbers of children were too strong. It appêars as

though the incentives for reproducing large numbers of

chitdren that were provided by an agrarian society were

outweighed in an industrial society' the ideoJ-ogy of which

stressed not only consumerism but also a world view that

included an ethos of feisure.

The result of the premium that was placed on women's

procreative role, however, was an increased aIl-ocation of

importance to motherhood and child-rearing. One measure of

the redefinition of motherhood can be seen Ín the

implementation of legislation to legalize the adoption of

chifdren in the second decade of the t\4tentieth century.

Prior to the twentieth century, most 'IegaJ-ized' adoption

entailed a contract between philanthropic agencies and

families in which the adoptee was taken for the purpose of

performing agricultural or domestic labour. In most cases

the children were not considered to be full menbers of the

adoptive family (Parr'1980, Sutherland, 1978). By the second

decade of the twentieth century, however, the ideology

behind the practice of adoption as weII as the practice

itself had changed radically. Structurally, it changed from

a form of indenture to an institution that made children
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full members of the adopting family. Ideologically, its

purpose changed from taking a child for his/her instrumental

value to that of taking a child for the inherenl joy and

satisfaction that chil-dren were purported to bring. Where

previously children were adopted primarily by lower class

parents for their instrumental value, children were now

being increasingly adopted by the middle class for their

sentimentaf value. The increasing demand for adoptive

children has continued until the present time.

The ultimate success of the ideological push can be

seen in the continued maintenance of the public/private

split. In the workforce, women were channelled into low-

paying job ghettos or into service professions such as the

teaching of elementary school, nursing, and sociaf work, aIl

of which can be seen as exLensions of their nurturing role.

Although women's participation in the workforce continued to

increase, the .ideological portrayal of \^¡omen' s primary role

as caregivers rernained. When women did participate in the

public sphere, it was with the understanding that their

primary duty was to the maintenance of home and family.

Revisionists maintain that the emphasis on the

importance of mother's contribution to the race and the need

for maternal- influence in society at large gave women the

right to vote and participate to some extent in the public

sphere, which in itself was an achievement for women. They

suggest that, given the ideological framework of the early



twentieth century, the attainnent of suffrage and the right

to participate in the public sphere represent substantial

gains for women. On the other hand, despite the hypothetical

potential for women to challenge patriarchy through their

entry into the workforce at the beginning of the twentieth

century, they continued to subscribe to a patriarchal

ideology. Moreover, this ideology sras promoted by reformers,

many of whom were middle class women.

Scolt and TiIIey suggest that traditional values and

be haviours

remaj-n even though circumslances may change:

old values coexist with and are used by people to
adapt to extensive structural changes. This
assumes that people perceive and act on the
changes they experience in terms of ideals and
attitudes they already ho1d. These ideas
eventually change, but not as directly or
immediately as Goode and Engels would have us
believe. Behavj-our is less the product of new
ideas than of the effects of old ideas operating
in new or changing contexts (1975t421.

Bendix (1956) has argued that the degree of

persuasiveness of ideologies is the result of ideas which

are internalized by each generation. In this study it

appears as though women themselves had internalized the

ideology concerning the nature of femininity and the proper

roles for women. Their patriarchal heritage had taught that

the family was sacred and that women's purpose was its

maintenance. As they became caught up in the spirit of
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societal regeneration, they relied on this ideology as a

framework within which improvements could be made.

Middle class women's apparent acceptance of patriarchal

ideology was facilitated by the fact that they belonged to a

particular social and ethnic group whose value system

clearly affected the way in which they interpreted their

problems as women. As Bacchi notes, the women who were

active in the reform movement came from a homogenous social-

group of well-educated, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant,

professional and entrepreneurial elite ( 1983:578 ) .

Therefore, as they became conrnitted to the regeneration of

the Anglo-Saxon race, they placed less emphasis on the

limitations that the proposed solut'ion placed on women.

This study illustrates how patriarchal ideol-ogy was

strengÈhened by a consj-derable increase in its articulation.

As Smucker (1977) and Billington (1983) have noted, a ruling

ideology may remain latent in terms of its articulation

unless the situation which it justifies is threatened. This

explains why women's roles did not receive much attention

prior to the advent of wage labour. When it appeared as

though women were not only questioning their traditional

roles, but that patriarchy itself may have been threatened,

there was an increase in attention paid to wonen's roles and

to Èhe premises of patriarchal ideology. Thus the latent

values of paÈriarchy, al-beit in different form, were brought
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out and strengthened by an increase in their articulation in

the media ,

8.3 FURTHER RESEARCH

There are several directions for future research that

are implicated in this study. As this study was situated in

a unique period in the history of Canada, there is some

difficulty in generalizÍng the conclusions. As the concern

for 'race suicide' was also evident in other countries at

roughly the same stage of industriali zation, however, a

comparative analysis of the ideologies that were present j-n

thêse countries would result in a broader understanding of

not onl-y the changes that resulted 'from the concept of 'race

suicide' but also it would be of interest to ascertain

whether the proposed sofutions to the problem rel-ied as

heavily on the articulation of patriarchal ideology and/or

the maintenance of a public/private split. Questioning the

universality of a patriarchal solution would also test the

premise of socialist feminism concerning the necessity of

patriarchy to capitalism.

A major lÍmitation of this study 1s that it did not

specifically address the ideology that was given to working

cLass women. Although the maintenance of patriarchal

relations and the importance of motherhood was stressed for

aII classes, a more complete picture would include a

comparison of the ways in which patriarchal ideology was

12t



presentêd to different target audiences' rt wouÌd be of

particular interest to establish whether v¡orking class women

were also pressured to reproduce larger numbers of children

or íf, for this class, the emphasis was solely on

improvements in mothering techniques ' Such a study would

necessarily incorporate a more comprehensive source of data

ie. Iabour publications and daily newspapers '

Another Iimitation of this study (and direction for

future research) is the lack of analysis of the competing

ideologies of the period, particularfy those of the

feminists and suffragists' Therefore another implication for

further research would be an analysis of the competing

ideologies of this time period' Such a study would place

more emphasis on the rofe of human agency in sociaf change'
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